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Abstract

MUTINY ON THE BOUNTY:
California Newspaper Reaction
to WPA Strikes in July 1939

by Lawrence D. White

What would be the reaction of American citizens to welfarP

recipients striking against the government which aided them?
In July, 1939, over one hundred thousand Works Projects Admini-

st:ration (WPA} workers protested a change in working hours and salary by
striki.ng.

WPA, created by President Franklin D. Roosevelt in 1935, was

an attempt to aid the unenployed through work relief programs.
New Deal efforts at work relief, the Federal Emergency Relief

Earlier
Admi~i-

stration (FERA) and Civil Works Admi.nistrat.ion (CWA), had not succeeded
in meeting the demands of able-bodied, but idle workers.
WPA, however, faced a major problem that would recur throughout
its exi.stence:

the rate of pay for the hired relief er.

Labor unions

demanded that prevailing wages or union scale be paid to skilled tv1>A
labo.r ers.

A complex, comprom'lse solution in 1936 required the WPA

employee to earn an established wage by working a limited number of hours

based upon the union wage scale for his cr<:.f t.
· ·~

a111ployed by

\~PA ha<l

to work 53 hours a month for his salary, a plumber

50 hours a month, and
But

2.

(For example, a carp0nter

.~ b!"icl:l~iyer

number oi

f~.ctm:s

48 1./2 hot4rs per month.)

persuade<l Congress to change the law by

July, 1939, f orcinn skfllsd and un.skil led \JPA ·workers to labor 130 hours

a month.

Naturally, skilled WPA workers rebe.1led against this, and, led

by various labor organizations like the American Federation of Labor
(AFL) and the Worker's Allia.nce, began a nation-wide series of strikes

to persuade Congress to rescind its action.
Newspaper reaction, both through editorials and letters to the
editor, can reflect and at the same time mold the reading

views on various issues.

public~s

Concerning the specific WPA strike of July,

1939, California newspaper reaction generally opposed the strike method
~
0..1..

t h e r:r;'A
".;- wor k.ers.

Attacking WPA as too expensive, as a failure, or

as a. political tool of the Democrats, the press also portrayed striking

WPA workers as lazy, unappreciative, or Commuuist-inspired.

Organized

labor also suffered criticism for advocating the strikes, abusing its
power,

ChJ.d

neglecting its responsibilities to the workers.

A minority of newspapers defended the WPA workers' right to
strike by censuring FDR's apparent hypocritical stand by not obeying
the Wagner Act.

Other newspapBr reaction maintained that poor working

conditions and low pay justified the WPA workers' actions.

The WPA .strike, however, ended in approximately two weeks.
Public response, being complett-;ly adverse to the strikers' demands,

forced the AFL to repudiate its lendership of the strikes, and had compelled Preside:nt Roosevelt to declare that no one could strike against

the government.
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Chapter 1

HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVES OF WORK RELIEF
AND THE WORKS PROGRESS ADMINISTRATION
In 1939 the United States was in the later stages of the most
seve.re economic depression in its history.

President Franklin D.

Roosevelt, in his New Deal program of relief, recovery, and ref.arm, had
taken many steps to combat the effects of the Depression.

One way in

which the Adminj_str ation attempted to relieve the suffering of the unemployed in partic.ular was the work relief program, i1ith the Works

Progress Admini.stration (WPA) towering above every program of that
nature.
E.rnploying ndllions, the WPA experienced problems from its in-

ception i.n 1935.

Perhaps the largest single issue confronting it was

the rate of pay that the government set for i:eliefers.

In July, 1939,

when Congress ordered an increase in the workiPg hours (in effect
lowering the pay scale of skilled laborers), a series of strikes erupted
througho~t

the nation as Wl'A workmen protested the schedule change.

How d:!.d the public react to these strikes?

What would taxpayers

think about the formerly unemployed, and now hired relief workers,
striking agai?..1st the gover;:iment that provided them with jobs?

Newspaper editorials provide insight 1.nto the thought and reactions of

or.~

segment of scele.ty.

:ln studying newspaper editorials.

Of course, l:tmiting factors occur
They are inevitably biased.

By the

time of Roosevelt's second electfon approximately two out of every
1

three newspapers were opposed to his candidacy.

Also, the influence of

the average newspaper was fa1ling, as witness the re-elections of FDR. 1
Yet newspapers can play a major role in shaping public opinion,
and one issue this essay confronts is whether newspapers in California
molded public opinion concerning this particular strike, or merely
reflected an attitude already prevalent within the community.
For a start one must realize that neither depressions nor relief
work were new to the America of the 1930 's.

For as early as tne de-

pression of 1857-1858 public works were instituted in Newton, Massachusetts, Philad.e lphia, and New York City. 2

New to the depression of the

1930's, however, was the severity of the economic slump and the extent
to ·which relief and public works were used to help the unemployed.
The difference between public works and relief works should be
noted.

Public works are needed public improvements used to give work

in times of unemployment.

Regardless of any depression, these improve-

ments would h&ve to be undertaken.

Men employed on public works are

not sele.cted accord:lng to their financial need, but the skill of their

work.

Employment on a : project is full-time, and prevailing wages are

usually paid.

Work relief, on the other hand, is undertaken solely to

provide e..mployment for . those who require relief.

·:

The hours of work and

1Dixon Weeter, The Age of the Great Depression, 1929-41,
XIII (New York: The Macmillan Co., 191+8), 89; Virginius Dabney, "What's
·Wrong with · Newspaper Editorials?" Saturday Review of Literature, February 24, 1945; p. 7.
2tea.h Hannah Feder, Unemployment Relief in Periods of Depression
(New York: Russell S~ge Foundation, 1936), pp. 32, 34.

3

rate cf pa.y are more or less arbitrarily fixed in relation to the relief
needs of the worker. 3
The first extensive use of work relief occurred during the depression years of 1893-1897.

Work relief or "made work" was regarded

as, fi.rst, a test of the worthiness of relief recipients; second, a
factor in detracti.ng from the shame of charity; and third, a slight
return on the investment of the government.

Work relief could take the

form of crushing stone, performing various jobs in parks, constructing
sewers and roads, shoveling snow, cleaning streets, cutting wood, making
clothes, ur t~aring down old buildings.4
Natu1·ally the relief worker desired the prevailing market wage.
But .the problem lay . in ·finding a middle ground between low pay, which
m:l.ght lower the pr eva:i.1ing, wage in industry, and the market wage that

could prevent the worker from seeking private employment.

Speaking

before th2 National Confe1·ence of Charities and Correction in 1895,
Pl1ilip W. Ayres stated,

'·

The work gi.vem must be adequate in amount to prevent families
from suffering ej_ther hunger or cold; but at the same time it must
be reaJ.:ly hard work iri order to prevent dabbling, and it must be
decidedly underpaid in order not to attract those who already have
Wl)rk at half-ttme, or who have otherwise disagreeable work. The
whole must be so unattractive as to guarantee that, when other work
can be had, the laborer will seek it.5

3Feder, pp. 31, 32.
4Ibici.., pp. 169, 174; David Ziskind, One Thousand Strikes of
Gover~~-~mp1'2I..~~ (Nci;v York:
Columbia Unj_vers'ity Press, 1940; reprint
ed., New York: Arno Press Inc., and th~:. New York Times, 1971) s p. 135 •

-------

.5Philip W. Ayres, "Is Emergency Relief by Work Hise?" in Pro-~
c~.!edi.ngs of the National Conference of Charities and Correction, 1895,
._
p. 100, cited by Feder, p. 179.

----

--

--

___

-

4

One compromise solution to the salary
the working hours.

probl~

involved adjusting

Workers could still receive the standard or pre-

vailing wage rate if working hours were reduced. 6
Other controversial issues confronted those who dispensed work
rel:i.ef.

Competition in wages and also in the joh market itself occurred

between 'Work relief programs and private industry.
many instances competed with regular business.

Work relief jobs in

Also, points of view

varied as to whether private charities or the local government ·best
handled work relief.

Some criticized government involvement in work

relief as socialistic, or self-serving in the sense that politicians
could reward their supporters .with work relief.
zation of relief
when vain

ac~ivities

att•~mpts

Emphas:f.s upon decentrali-

continued until the Wilson Administration

were nade to provide a system of public works.

Even

the Secretary of Commerce under President Warren G. Harding, Herbert
Hoover, favored a federal bill for public works.

Though the amount of

money expended for both public and private relief in general showed a
steady increase from 1910 to 1929, a c.ontinued belief in the superiori.ty
of private relief prcvailed.7

For the average American the decade of the 1920's marked a
period of progressively good tir.1e.s.

Product;:ion and employment were high

and rising • . Wages were not making P.Xtraordinary increases, but prices
were stable.

Hecause Americans had more money to spend, they sought to

·' ·

61teder, p. 180.
7 Feder, pp. 174, 278, 279; .· Josephine Chapin Brown, Public

Relief, 1929-1939 (New York:

37 4o
!

.. '

57.

Henry Holt r.nd Company, 1940), pp. 36,

5

invest their money in the stock market.
tinued as

as stock prices

l~ng

rose~

This speculative orgy con-

But when the economy started to

slump, when the stock market finally reflected the fundamentally poor
economic situation in 1929, and when panic struck the stock market
investors, the Great Depression had begun. 8
Five basic weaknesses were inherent in the U.S. economy of 1929.
First, the economy depended upon a high level of investment and consumer
spending.

Second, vast new holding companies and investment trusts

contributed to

A.

lJad corporate structure.

Third, a poor banking struc-

ture with large numbers of independent units precipitated a chain
r~action

of failing banks.

Fourth, the uncertain balance of trade be-

tween the United States and foreign countries eventually led soma
nations to default on theix debts, causing a decline in American exports.
Fifth, .adherence to a belief in a balanced budget precluded increases in
government spending to expand purchasing power. 9

Thus, the overexpand-

~ng and unstable economy came to a devastating halt, for "[a] bubble

can easily be punctured.

But to incise it with a needle so that it

subsides gradunlly is a task of no small delicacy. 1110
Very quickly unemployment roles began to grow.

From a figure of

2.86 mill:ton in the spring of 1929, over four million men were unemployed

~y

January, 1930, only t"1-ro months after the Wall Street crash.

8..rohn Kenneth Galbratth, The Great Crash (Boston:
M:!ffl:!n Compnny, 1961), pp. :;;.:~, 7, 30.
9 GaJ.braith, I'P• 95, 183, 18!+, 185, 187, 189.
lOib"l.tl.
•

'

p. 30.

Houghton

6

ln September of 1930 five million were unemployed and· by the end of that
year seven million people were looking for work.
eight million in the spring of 1931.

That number rose to

When Franklin D. Roosevelt assumed

office in the spring of 1933, between thirteen and fifteen million unemployed workers stood idle. 11
Both private charities and local governments assumed a heavy
burden in aiding the unemployed.

Complex problems confronted any relief

Diffe~ences in the kinds of people who needed relief, variations

agency.

in the nature of the cause for relief, disparity in the duration of
giving aid, the wide variety of administrative arrangements to carry out
relief programs, and most importantly, the widespread, massive need for
assistance all contributed to ineffective relief measures.
cycle beca..-ue established.

pay their

t~'"'es,

A vicious

Private citizens and corporations unable to

depleted city funds and curtailed budgets, increased

unemployment and increased dem::inds for relief prompted local governments
to turn to the federa~ govert~~ent for help.1 2
However, emergency activities of both permanent and temporary

_a gencie.s are related to the soci.al thought of their tj_me, and the notion
of the rugged individualist still predominated the early Depression
years.

I.f a. raan rose on his ow"ll merits, then he must certainly fall

through his own faillngs..
"

A legacy of our. frontier heritage negated the

------·- -llBrcwu, pp. 64, 65, citing Robert R. Nathan, Estimaten of Un-

employment__in the United States, 1929-1935 (Geneva:

InternationaY-

1,ahour Office, 1936).
1 2nonald S. Howard, The WPA and FE:dcra.l Relief Policy (New York:
Russell Sage Foundation, 19i.. .3), ·p. 25; Brown, p. 71.

7

seriousness of the situation:

"People can find work if they want it;"

"Relief pauperized those who receive it;" "But people aren't starving. nl3
True, f edera.l intervention had occurred on special occasions when
problems were too big, er jobs too unprofitable for individuals to solve.
The building of turnpikes and canals, imposing protective tariffs, the
abolishing cf slavery, curbing trusts, or prohibiting liquor were attained through the help of the federal government.

Herbert Hoover, believed

that the assumptio:i of dire.: t responsibility for the individual, by any

government would create passive alienated individuals, endanger the whole
idea of personal responsibility, create a narrow, bureaucratic elite, and

turn democracy into periodical plebiscites to elect demagogues.14
Others opposed the federal
relief because it would impair· the::

gover1L~ent's
cr~dit

involvement in direct

of the United States, retard

the r.estoration of normal business, raise various taxes, and violate
states' rights.

In an age of rugged individualism the

ment could : not be seeri as a

ben~ficient

fe~eral

govern-

friend or as an employer to

serve. 15
President Hoover em?he.sized local resources and the importance
of private agencies, such
ducing re.lief.

a~

the Community Chest and Red Cross, in pro-

The President's Emerge,ncy Committee for Employment,

conceived in October, 1930, aud beaded by Colonel Arthur Woods, aimed to

·:

13Feder, p. 13; William E. Leuchtenburg, Franklin D. Roosevelt and
the New Deal (New York: Harper and Row, 1963), p. 118; Howard, pp~ 44, ,

1;r;4r.--

14wecter, p. 81; Paul Kl Conkin, FDR and the Ortgins of the
Welfare State {New York: Thcm:1s Y. Crowell Company) 196.iJ, pp:-""ZR", 56.
15Brown, pp. 110, 111; Heeter, p. 81.

8

"[s]upplement and encourage the activities of state a11d local communities upon which was placed the primary responsibility for meeting the
emergency."16
Even

th~ugh

the Committee recommended a larger federal public

works program the Administration initially rejected such a plan on
grounds that the normal process of recovery was sufficien_t.

Yet, two

months later President Roosevelt approved a $150 million appropriation
to provide employment in various federal departments that already had
works authorized by Congress. 1 7
In 1932 the Reconstruction Finance Corporation (RFC) was created
to lend money, not to individualo, but to banks, railroads, and other

institutions threatened with dissolution.

Senator Robert La Follette,

Jr., questi.oned whether the federal government, in aiding business with
.. 6. b l.' ll.l.0 '!l , could not also relieve the suffering of the unemployed •

~2 • .1.
..,,

In response to such inquiries Congress approved the Wagner-Rainey Bill
providing money for public .works and authorizing the RFC to make loans
and advances to the states for uttemployment relief.

however, . President Hoover

~etoed

On July 11, 1932,

the measure, objecting that public

works would employ too .f cw people.

.Congress repassed the bill on July

16 and Hoover, under political pressure$ approved the loan program.18
Ironically, in the Presidential campaign of 1932 the Democrats
attacked Hoover not because he had done too little in combating the
•'

___--

---.._...__.._.

,

16Brown·, pp. 68, 69.
17rb:!d., PP· 70, 71.

181·Ol.. d •, pp. 115, 116, 12!;, 125; Leuchtenburg, p. 71.

9

Depression, but because he had done too much.

Whatever the charges, the

idea that the federal government should not take an active, direct
interest in the indj_,ridual 's plight was repudiated;

Roosevelt triumphed

O"J"erwhelmingly, with Hoover failing to convince the public that he cared
deeply or shared the sorrows and dimmed prospects that the Depression had
brought.

As

FDR

assumed. office in March, 1933, approximately eighteen

million persons, nearly one family out of every six, depended in some
way upon relief from public funds.

Eighty percent of this money carne

from federal loans to the states, and very soon the states would not be
able to afford to borrow.19
Franklin D. Roosevelt succeeded where Hoover failed.

That is,

he inspired the American people. with. . a trust, a loyalty, a psychological
stimulation that provided ti.me for the President to get his New Deal
prograru. func&:ion:ing.

Historians and economists will continue to debate

the effectiveness of the New Dea1 ~ 20 . ~fnatever failings the program

entailed, it niust be acknowledged that the Roosevelt Administration in

1933 brought new meaning to the role of the federal government.

Human

19Leuchtenburg, pp. 3, 13; Brown, pp. 145, 146.
20For instance, Paul Conkin (pp. 14, 15, 106) declares the New
Deal a short-run failure for it did not contribute to economic growth.
He believes FDR'£ inability to £.ssh.ion a consistent and operative political and economic philosophy left the President helple~s and confused.
Riche.rd Hofstadter in The Age of Reform (New York: Alfred A. Knopf,
1966), p. 305, argues that the New ·De:iTwas a chaos of experimentation.
Barton Bernstein i.n Towards a New Past: Dissenting Essays in American
History· (New York: V:i.ntage Books) -l§~y), pp. 264, 281, 282, sees the
New Deal seldom antagonizing established interests in the pursuit of
protectine the inst1.tuttons of priv~. te property and corporate capitalism.
To him, rno1·e elements of continuj_ty thau change are present in the New
Deal.

10

needs were placed ahead of inherited notions and inhibitions.
government now

assw~Gd

The

the responsibility for guaranteeing every

Al:lerican a minimum standard of subsistence .. 21

In essence, the federal

government became "an institution that was directly experienced .. "22
Roosevelt, having instituted the first state relief administration in the country in 1931 (the Temporary Emergency Relief Administration or TEP.A), appreciated the functions thrust on government in
this economic emergency.
~s tablished

In New York the TERA, under Harry Hopkins,

man:-/ precedents, princ.iples, and lessons for the future

Federal Emerg~ncy Reli~f Administration (FERA).23

In fact, the New Dealers

h~d

f'opul:i.s t ideals provided ne"t·7 ways for

illany precedents before them.
reg~la ting

agriculture.

Central

direction of the economy originated in World War I mobilization.
Addams' ideas inspired urban social reform.

Jane

Thus, the First New Deal,

lasting u11i:il 1935, manifested the des:tre to see the union of business,
l .a bor,

an~

governrcent in the process of solving problems through

affirmative national
iuev~~able

plann~ng.

New Dealers dented that depressions were

events to be stoically endured..

The "safety valve" of

Frederick Jackson Turner's . theory-·-na ture or the frontier--was to be
replaced by govc~nruent,24

211,euchtenburg:s p. 332; Hofstadter, p. 314; Robert E. Sherwood,
Roosevelt and Hopkins) An IntJ.r:iate Histo1:y (New York: Harper and
Brothers, 19L•8), -p

.'39:-

22 Lcuchtenhurg, p .. 331. ·

23 Drown, p. 91.
241cuch t:enhurg, pp. 33, 31+1{; Arthur }'!. S chlt?.Ginger, Jr., The. Age
of Roosevelt, Vol. III, Th~Polit!._~f_l_!P_hea:·.:al (Boston: Houghton

11
In a letter to Colonel E. M. House on April 5; 1933, Roosevelt
wrote that the government should inflate the currency in order to make
re.covery possible.

Four interlocking processes had to emerge, then, for

prosperity to retu.rn.

After manipulating the currency, the government

also had to 'b olster the farmer's income by raising market prices through
crops restrictl.on or direct payments.

Next, a system of codes for in-

dustry would increase employment and wage rates.

Last, creation of

government-financed work would relieve unemployment rolls.25

On May 12, 1933, the FERA emerged with an initial appropriation
of $500 million to aid the states i.n relief activities.

(A bill similar

to the final relief act had been introduced four months earlier.

How-

ever, Congress delayed the bill rs passage for it did not want FERA
establishc~

temporary

in Hoover's Adl'linistraticn.) ·. The FERA, meant to be onJy

e)...tJ~-dient

organization~

~

to .help the unemployed, was not a great social work

Faced with deficient legislation, dwindling tax revenues,

and exhausted credit, the cities and states turned to Washington for the
money to develop relief·-work programG.

The f ed<=ral government ej_ther

granted the money outright to the state, or matched a dollar in federal
aid for every three dollars the state had spent in relief in the preceding three months.26

•'

Mifflin, 1960), p. 389; Earl Pomeroy, "The Changing West," John Higham,
ed., The Reconstruction of At1er:!.can H2-_storx (London: · Hutchinson Uni-versity Library, 1963) ,P, 12-:;

. ·•

251euchtenburg; p .. 43; Wec.ter, pp. 69, 70.

,
·26 Brown, pp. 137,
ll~l. 11+2, J.lJ6, 301; Major John P. Hallihan,
"Utilizing the Nation's Labor Force," American City, April, 1942, pp.
41, 42; Ecl:i.torial, ''The Scandalous WPA-;r'New Rc..E.~£l:ic ~ February 26,

12
Directed by Harry Hopkins, the FERA brought changes in federal
assistance.

Hopkins discarded the equation of relief with charity.

Programs of relief were extended to include food, clothing, shelter, and
medical care..

Though the FERA Act gave no preference to work relief

ove.r direct relie.f, payment to relief citizens occurred i .n cash, not
grocery slips,.

FDR told a conference in June, 1933, that the government

did not intend to use works funds to build useless projects disguised as
The function of public works in an emergency was to provide a

relief.

bridge by which people could pass from relief to self-support.

However,

many FERA undertakings were a continuation of old RFC-funded projects
which chiefly employed the unsldlled. 27

FERA spent over three billion dollars between May of 1933 and
June 30, 1936&

Yet on the eve of FDR's inauguration at least as reuch

popular demand existed for economizing as for mammoth government spendlng .. · Only through the pressure of Senators Robert La Follette, Jr., of

Wisconsi.u and .Edward Castigan . cf Colorado, Secretary of Labor Frances
Perkins, and trusted friend ahd adv:i.sor Harry Hopkins was FDR persuaded
to spend money for mr.. ssive ~"'01:k relief and public works projects.

Roose-

velt: desired a balanced budget!> .;ind as late as 194.Q he feared puhlic

1936, p. 62. · General relief standards j_n many cities five or six years
later we~e '" • • • an experinen t in malnutrition. 1 " Relief funi::tioned
indetermi.nately~ and to such an extent that thirty-one states reported
granting raorc · ~.on.:;y in old-age assistance than to relief families. In
~Tew Jcrney a relief director boasted thRt he had secured local funds
for rel inf ' 1 • • • only by demonstrating that it would cost less to give
people re} 1cf orders than to bury them," Donald S. Howard 't..."Tr"ote in an
article, !'But People Must Eat," At~~n.t.ic Mon thlz, February, 1940, p. 194,

195, 197.
?.7sherwuod, p. 47; Brown,. pp. 150-152, 157.

13
But he later became convinced that

works would threaten the treasury.

the budget could be balanced out of subsequent surpluses from other New

Deal reforms,28

Besides the FERA, more employment relief measures were approved.
The National Industri&l Recovery Act of June 16, 1933, authorized the
establishment of the Public Works Administration (PWA).
appropriation of $3.3

With an initial

PWA was under the direction of Harold L.

billion~

Ickes, Secre ta.ry of the Interior.

The purpose of PWA was to stimulate

heavy industry by fostering public works requiring huge quantities of
material.

Private construction firms received government contracts,

thus assuring the union or pt"l:!\'ailiug wage.

By 19 34, PWA was employing

.... ,...

about ha.lf a million workers • .:. :!
Other federal agencies like the Department of Agriculture, the

War Departm2nt, and the

Res~t t l e.ment

jects for the unemployed.

Administration also had work pro-

The Civil Works Administration (CWA) was

lm.mc.hed w.:i.!:h $400 million on November 9, 1933, to remedy the problems

cf FERA, meet the critical unemployment needs of the 1933-1934 winter,
and promote recovery through the rapid injection of purchasing power
into the economic s ysten.

Harry Ho11kins also had the :responsibility of

h er-.ding CWA, a completaly fe<ler al cp er a.tion (unlike the FERA and state
eme.rg c~r:icy

rel:tef programs).

Half the agency 1 s workers came from relief

roll$ and weJ:e paid prevailing w<.lges.
•'

..,

___________

In addition, CWA ha.d different

28Bro"t-m" p. 148; Leud1tenburg, pp. 36, 52, 85; Bernstein, p. 272;
Conkin ~

p. 20.

2913 ·..-o·•' •u.'
N. Schlesinger,
r.in. .... . J.an c,Grupany,
.I~

~

'T"!"I

p. 156;

NP-~ter,,

pp. 76, 77; Lcuchtenburg, p. 58; Arthur

The New D~ a~ i. ~ Acti on , 1933-1939 (New York:
...-- ~ · · · · ·-.. . .--·- ----·-- -1940), p. 11. •

.• .

.·

·. '

:.··w:

•. ,··¥, . .
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work schedules

~epending

upon the job classification. · Clerical and

professional workers were employed thirty-nine hours a week, while

manual laborers worked .thirty hours per week.30
Though it tee was only meant to be a temporary program, CWA
succumb<-:.d to conservative Southern Democrats who feared its cost .
..

Roose·1.7elt also fea.re.d creating a permanent class of reliefers whom he
might never remove from the government payrolls.
ruption reinforced the dacision to end CWA.

Revelations of car-

On February 15, 1934, the

liquidation beg.:tn, and by July 14, CWA was officially closedp,

In its

brief exi.stence it had empluy-?.d over four million people, pumped a
billion do11nrs 0f pu:rch.s.sing power into the economy, and established

pre~edents for the: Works Pr~)gress Administration (WPA) • 31

:But CW.A's demise unleashed a storm of protest throughout the
country.

In one

~·7eek ov~r

fifty thousand letters and seven thousand

telegrams came to tbe White Housg in response.
sorr:.f.! parts of the country.
Eme. rge.n~y

R:ioting even occurred in

The FERl\ again stepped in and created the

Work Rel:lef Program to assume the unfinished CWA projects.

An

a\?erage of two million people a month were kept at work from the

30Bro\.:rns pp. 159, J/~2; Weeter: p. 7l•; Conkin, p. 47; Leuchtenburg,

p. 121 ..

3lsherwood, p. 56; Leuchtenburg, pp. 121, 122.
·:

CWA accomplish-

mr·nts incJ.11ded the following: · 40,000 schools built or improved; 469
a.irpor. ts bt:i. il t and 529 mor~ irnproved; 255, 000 miles of roads built o:r
improved; 12 million feet of s~wer pipe laid; .50,000 teachers employed
ta teci.ch ac1n1. ts or to keep rural schooJ.s open; 3, 700 playgrounds and
athletic fieJds bu:I.lt or improved; 3,000 writers and artists eraployed.
She·rwood, p. 5 7.
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beginn~ng

of this emergency program in April, 1934, to the b.eginning of

WPA in 1935.3 2
After the 19 3L~ elections FDR confided in Colonel E. M. House
that he hoped to abolish relief altogether by substituting a works program.

A newly

elcctt~d

Congress working w:i.th the President confronted

millions of jobless Americans, drought-stricken farmers, and rebellious
in.duBtrial workers.

Now came the time for free spending.

In May, 1935,

i;vith eleven to twelve million people out of work, and about five million

.f am.ilies on FERA rel:LP.f rolls,

Congre~.:;s

passed the Emergency Relief

Appropriation. Act of 19.3 5 containing $4 .88 billion for relief and public
works.

Out ·of this

strat.ion~ designed

agencies.

~ppropriat::i.on
tt.)

emerged the Works Progress Admini-

stabilize · the.· t~akeshift work activities of prior

'T he -:ti;?arly f:ive billion dollars was to be divided three ways:

(1.) t:hc f.ina.nc:lng of public works projects, (2) the liquidation of FERA,

which of:!:icial.ly closed o~ December 3lt 1935, and (3) the creation of
WPA.

power.

In reali.ty a new works program emerged with a triumvirate of
HHroJ.d Ickes, remain:i.ng Secretary of the Intf!rior, would head

the! Advisory Committee on

Allotments~

The Division of Application and

Informatiou was to be Frank Wc-lker's domain.

Herry Hopkins fell. heir to

the Works P.cogress Div:i. sion~33
This division cf authcri.ty > howeyer ~' soon ignited a bitter,

jealous feud between Ickes and Hopkins over control of thi.s a.nd future

33 Leuchtenhurg, pp. 11/ ~ l/.!~; Brown. pp. 166j 167, 301; Ziskind,
PP• 136, 139; Schlesinger, · ThS! Pol1tics of ·uphesv;:il, pp. 344, 345.
--··- .
- - :- -·--·· -···---

--
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relief works moni.es, for Hopkins, in his role of superv'ising the actual

progress of work, could veto a PWA project.

He could do this on grounds

of insufficient unemployment in a community, or because materials and
ether costs were greater in proportion than the wages that were to be

paid on the partic·.;lar project.

In the division of PWA and WPA work an

eff o·r t was undertaken to rrake the cost of the project a criterion for
dj_sttnction. · Those jobs which cost more than .$25,000 were to go auto-

ma.tic.ally to Ickes' PWA.

But Hopkins frustrated this distinction by

subdividing larger projects.

Eventually too many . marginal cases rna<le it

almost imposs:thle to distinguish between heavy and light public works.

Fur· ther confusion sprang fro:n the name Harry Hopkins chose for his
agenc~· .

Announced ns the Works Progress Division, it was changed to the

W0r1"..S Progress Adm:i..riistratiot1 ~ a change Ickes always believed to have
b;!~n

made to confuse the

c:~g::?nc:i.es,

PWA and WPA s in the minds of the

')./

puh1 ie .... '-+

But the relj_ef mf!asures in 1935 marked e. shift in the Adminis tra ticn' s ecnr:ern mrc.r r elicf and publi.c works o

·

Previous

to

thj_s act,

public works mE.ant long-time construe tion based upon utility, engineering

3 4Leuchtenburg, p. 125; Schlesinger, The .Politics of Upheaval,
pp. 3!~5··347; "w~A Becomes PWA's Big Brother,"·-·Litcrary Digest,
·- ·Sr:ptcmber 21, 1935, p. 5. Major differences bE!ttV'een-:Pi;~A an<fWPA were
evident~
As stated previously, PWA worked solely through private con-·
tj~ac:t:ors; it was not involved ·in the hirin8 eind firing of men.
PWA
prDjects usu:illy involved considi:~rr.ible sums of money. For instance,
th~. L1.ncoln Tannel in New York, the port of Brownsville in TE.~xas, the
aJ·u::·raft: carr: Jers Yorktown and Enterprise were all built with PWA
aJ.loc~.tione ~ Another d::Lstincti.on was that PWA sponsors had to contri-

bute 45 percent of the c6st of the

p~oject.

UPA sponsors,

perl~ps

pay:ing as mtich as 25 percent, would many t:iMes be granted by WPA the

ent:it'e cost 0£ the project. Leuchtenburg, p. 133; Schlesinger, The
1 . t_:::_c:E
• __cn_:
r· l.1 h
1 p • 3 ·iI ·i, •
::.2.=:.,,_
p ~_:~,
'O
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soundness, and legal authority.

Frank Walker stated in. May of 1935 that

those considerations would be subordinated in some degree to the acute
unemployment problem.

Instead of priming the pump through heavy capital

expenditures, as Ickes wanted, FDR chose to follow Hopkins' aim of put-

ting to work as many men as he could who were on relief.

Not too con-

cerned with the return on taxpayer's money, Hopkins' interest: as a social
worker ·was getting relief to the suffering and get ting it there quickly. 35

fr:;. its nearly eight-year history, WPA spent billions of dollars
to hc:lp ·the unemployed.

Fiscal 1936 found the agency spending $1.6

h :tllioa=-- dcc.reasing to $1.2 billion in 1937,, up to $1. 7 billion in 1938,
,j,y-1.-11 a: g~.i. n

to $1.6 billion j _n: .1939, [ind $1.3 billion in 1940.

The

ru.:rmbe-1~ of tH:.ople employ8d. by~;~~\ Vi.rr-i.ed., like ' its appropriations.

February, J.936,

3~85

nd.11iou

· peopl~

In

Wr.>.re ':r.n :.wpJt -..rclls, 1.4.S million in

Sc!pternber of 1937, 3.21-r million . in NovClllber of 19.38, and in Augusts 1939,
1.91 million.

Nearly half of those

forty yeflrs of

age~

work~rs~

as of June, 1936, were over

while 39 percent were over for t)' ·-Liv~ • . Metropolitan

c.reas :ln the United States employed 38 .1 percent of the W'PA workers,

the low in Mar ch, 1940, to a high in November of 193 7, of 4 7. 4 percent.
O\rer one million black Americans were hired by WPA.
ye~rs

Women between the

1935 and 1940 made up from 12 .1 p€.r cent to 18. 2 pe:c cent of the WPA

'llmrk force. 36
.

....... 11_. ..... . _

,.,. _ _ _ _ .. _ _ _ .. _ _

bu:~g,

351.1-~,.,1· ,.-,.,.1··k· 'T•i·m,.,c May 17, 1935, p. 2; Sherwood, p. 52; Leuchten~-~.-.~..:.. ..._~t
-~__ ,
p. 125;.

, 36uoward, f(!d0j~al Relief P"l:i.c.y, p. 35,. citing Soc Jal Securi t.y
-·
·---rr;:-:--···--·-··Hu11 e. tin, February, 1942, pp. 26, ?.l; Brown, pp .. 342, 343;
Labor Turnf),/f.~r. in WPA Employment :.o" Monthly Labor Rev:!.ew, September, 1938, p. 6L•!+;
Paul W. Ward, "A Ne.w WPA Set-up, t: Nation, Ha!:'clt 13, 193 7, p. 288; "Five
Yc3.rs' Operation of the WPA, 0 Monthly Labor P.. eview, March, 1941, p. 603;
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It was net an easy matter to find a sponsor of

a

work project,

for some public body other than WPA had to initiate the plan.
sponsor of a project had many responsibilities,
to have a public usefulness.

The

Initially the work had

The engineering design of the project and

later development of working plans were a responsibility of the
toe.

sponsor~

Sufficient funds had to be set aside before the project could be

nn.dertaken, and sponsors hacl to agree to complete any work thet WIJA

3-r/
could not tinish.
In its early stages the WPA was

eA~ect:ed

onJ.y to assist local

agencies to the extent of their deficiencies.

Ilut the local units found

it t:o their advaritage,:.if they r:oult.l · get \.iTA to

!'!.SSume

nomic liability.

The

increa~ed dc.m~:id .

most of the eco-

upon WPA support forced the

administration to ask Congress fo:t" a.dd:ttional funds nine . times in its
first six years, since the agency was g:.i..ven its.. money on an annual basis.
For that reason., the Emergency Relief Act of 1939 and sub Sf.!quent ones
required a sponsor to provide an aggr.egate 25 perce·nt of the cost of the
project.

This contribution could be made in cash, labor, materials,

office or warehouse space, or in the use of equipment and tools.
twe~n

1935 and 1937 municipalities sponsored almost /~Q percent of WPA

}>rejects~
;

'

Be-

almost 27 percent by a county, nearly 16 percent at the state

.

1.'e\1el . (through highway depa.rtments, hospitals~ universities, departments

..

of. health), aud . 14 percent at the township levei.38

-·- -·------"Negroes Under WPA, 1939, 11 Ibid., Mn:rch, 1940, p ~ 636; ''Occupations of
•\~P
. A t~Jo-r k ers, n r·Dl.. <l or August, l<\~'J~,
,.. ,.., p~ 3· .:.il',
l•.

_ _______________

..
37Hcwci.rd, Fiscal
Relief Policy~ pp. ·107, J.i~0-144.
.grc:_:~,

3Hrbid., p. i:,5, citing WPA, Report on Progress of the Works ProDe.ccmber, 1937, p. 36; Ibid.: pp • .1L~7t 148; Hallihan, p. !-42.
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Because Congress allocated the funds to WPA, it .also authorized
the type of projects that could or could not be funded, whtch varied for
each fiscal year.

Though the majority of WPA projects involved con-

struction, non-construction or white collar jobs were also available.
Clerical work, technical research, recreational programs, nursery care,
school luncheB, historical surveys all needed workers.
provided i1ork relief for three classes of unemployables:

The WPA basically
(1) the in-

exper ienccd ~ 1·1ho might be ·well trained and prepared!# but could not find
. •
.:· (")
wr:;ir.re~
L.

· .-; wanted~
-!="
~11

1•

t.....
· ~~e

· d · t ra1.n1ng,
. .
(3)
uns k J·.1... Leel ·,. wl1c ..ha d .. no _ spec i a 1 ize

·.vho were usually older · men and

~·mmen,

once. moderately succe.ss-

In November of 1937, of those employed , by

laborers or unskillr:d, 17 pcrc2nt

w~re.

t h e un-

1ri11A~.

.SS percent were

semiSkilleds 13 percent had

white collar WPA jobs, and alnost 8 percent hA..d a .skilled pos:ition.39
in the years frorn 1935 to 1941, th<: Division of Operations .in
w-PA assumed 78 percent 0£ all

. pr~jects.

Thi.s cl:i.vision included high-

ways t public bu:i.lc!ings, sewagE! collection and dj.sposal.

Community

Service Programs--education, recreation, public health, sewing-accounted for 21.6 percent of the work.

The WPA ran special vocational

projects train:i.ng women for domestic service and other workers in
,skille<l positions that would be usefu1 in war time.

.·.-·.,;.-· .. ·. ;

. .

'l11es e trainees

1.:.arucd the skills of weld i.ng, shiphuilc.ling, 2.ircraf t and au tomcb ile
,,

Sf!X"Vielng.

However, various appropriation acts constricted the re.la-

tionship bet-ween WPA and defense work.

The J.935 act prohib_:i ted any

39Howa.rd, Federal Relief Policy, p. 124; Hallihan, pp. 42, . !13;
"White-Collar Work Under the WPA,.,,.11oi1th1y . Labor Rev:i~ ew ~ December, 1937,
pp. 1367-1369; "Occupations of WPA Worl~ers,~'lbid., August, 1939, p.
355; Anonymous, "Hy Career on the Wl'A," Fo::::um ~ April, l9q.Q~ p. 185.
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defense work; in the 1936-1938 acts such prohibiti"On was not included,
but the 1939 and following acts once again forbade the use of WPA funds
~

·.· ..·

.-

~

..·

for· defense ne£=:ds.

'd-1>:> . j.~!cts
>~

But other projects were ava.ils.ble to the WPA.

Pro-

invol..iling ·.:the arts--painting, music, 'tVI'it ing, and acting---f ound

.. ~·.:; -:. ,. .

··.;:;': " . . .....> .... ·

· ·:\:

s}ioi1scrs~

the~ter ~liy~sion,

. The

·; .
'

..: .

. '.

·{'.' · ;:
- . . ~ .~

.{

in . ,.~.the·:-:-·:r4tter ·

· thousand people

•

Of 1~0,000

·.' o;: ·: ··' ~- ·

• •. ·:

in particuJar 5 employed over eleven

#....

.. . .

·part
of April, 1937, alone • . This F.'"PA
.. ..
~-

' . \. ~ ... \' !· '

'suC.h p~bple ..,. ihtex.vie~e·d, ·

for example, 60 percent indi-

. .,

.~~ ·:('.:'~ ··: t~~:.> :~·~'.-· ·..
c.a·:.:ec( havi.ng never hefore seen ·a.~.:.f~.
~8:t;rical performance.
·. ,
.
·.· .
.
'

.

.

WPA education

..

.

pr:•Jj ects · ~11so flourished, spanning · nursery schools to adult education. 4 0
.

#· .

. •·

•

Althou·g h

rr~illioris

of

unemployed '.·· ~e.cei\red

help through relief

works, WPAexpet"ienced criticism from both the polJtical right and left.
•

.

I

•

Mayors of vari.ous · citii?.~.,. - criticized ·wPA for not employing more people,
and for the lack of loca'i'·.)~llthor.lt;:.y in conclucting the program.

Edi-

tcr:f.ally, the Economist: stated that public works had not been increased,

--·-- -

·· ,

.

but only prevented from. fading .· a~ay . altogether.
;

The New Republic main-

...

taj.ned that WPA, being a t!istake ..from the b~ginning, had been badly

mi.sma-naged.

In a .later · editori.::.1 ·. the magazi-:.1e suggested that an even
:,. .....·-( ·, ; ·: ·.·:.·.·

J.a rger works agew:.y should be -. er~~~..t:~; ;"<::.adequa tcly planned with useful

:\. :·:: ., . ·

p1'.'0jf!CtG

.· ·. ·'. ., ;~iTH·1·}!~~-·~:~}>·

·

c=rnd bount.i fully endo.wed .: ~·iith .· :-t~61i ay.
,

,• '

:

,

.

. , •

-·

•·. • I·. ,

..... ·-::.
'

'

'

,

Such ideas foste~ed the

•

h0pe of a permanent W.PA pr:ogram. ·. ,fie~ie:
ving
t hat private :f.ndustry would
.
. . . .

____

___ .._..

.;

·,.,

.

··.

·:; .. ,

.. ·.

'

.

"

- .

. 40e
·
· •
r.ro
i:io-war d , I,. e:cl era 1 Re li ct- P o i icy,
p. 130. , c1t2ng
w L i ~·., Report 011
Progress cf tts WP).. Program-;- June.,. 19Z(l, p, ~ 112; Ib:tcJ. , · 'PP. ~ :t.32, 133, ·
.
' ' '
' ,. .·· . · .· ' ,., .. . . '
243; James Wechsler, Rec.ord of the Boondogglc~rs, Part J.1~ .· Nation, .
December 25, 1937, .p. 715·; "White-·Collar Wo:fJi :ur~der the· :W.PA;T'fionthJy
:Labor Review~ December, 1937, pp. 1365-136 7 i:·;, Opp(,si tion ~ t(-f aid.ing ·"ti'ii- ~. ·.
emi>loyed actorB emerged and t .he WPA theater ptogr·am. ~·JaF. kili'ed i~L. 'tho ·. ·..
1939 apprcpriat:i.on act.. Howard ; Federal Relief 'PoI:tcy" p, 138~ ·
·
··-· ·- ·-~---·----- -· ·---:---:::---irr;-:-·--
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never provide jobs for all those willing to work, Harry .Hopkins wanted
a completely federalized agency to provide work for all the able-bodied unemployed in the country, ·irrespective of need~ 41

Still others criticized the WPA program.

Public works were

expensive to operate, and at no time did the available funds even approach those needed to finance a program. for all the .unemployed.

The

National Resources ·Planning Board .. concluded ·· that the f edera.l government ts works .programs hacl a very small e:ff ect upon nati.onal income
•ou~;·1n·~ss ac .tiv:i.ty.
..

Citing the dole'sminimal cost, some individuals

suggested !'f:turning · to ·direct cash payments for . those on relief.

or

ap?roxit:'.ate cont

s mcnth ' in

payment cost only $22 a month per case.

f.::PTt.11:

The

work ·r rojec.ts . pi::;r .worker ranged f:.om $35 per month

unde1:- FERA, to $70 in CWA, and $65

r.~.:lrily hr:ach~tl

a~1d

t~TA.

The direct C·~.sh

Hugh S. Johnson, \A.iho t.e1npo-

the WPA in New York City in 1935, declared himself in

of the dole, for the work relief system, as instituted, created

litt1f: loyaJ.ty for the jcb itself, taught people to be slipshod in their
wor.·k; '9.nd ::l:I.c~ not crt:.a te any taste for 1 ab or in eeneral. 42

41Edit:ori.al} "Unemployment Relief: . Three: Choices, 11 American City,
April, 1936, p. 45; Le.uchtenburg, p~ 70, c:jj.:ing Editorial, rr,..Che New Ifeal:
?.nd A.·pp1·a1·c-al 11 p~Oll0""'-4~t
Q;._.._
·,}:b~·..·
n
An / ,.,. ....,lvs-i~
~
~~
\-t.....
"'-A. : 3 , i ·()"lC
.,,.,.1U'
l· • ·5•' l?ditOl~l'al
•'Liquidate the \.H?A," New· RepuhlicJ Jant.:ary l;- 19~6; pp. · 211-213;
E<l1.tcl' iaJ, "The Sc..:arn.i. aluus~~TPA ,~ND~' Rt:puhli;~ . ,· Tcl1r.'ua:"r.y : 26, 1936, p.
·. · 61; Ward~ p. 287.
- - •· · ·
·
·
·i1.1..;;1.

•

·

... '-

... _ .

·

•

·--;,,

..

,

t'i...:..V

.t-'

l}2Brown, pp. 158, 159; We.c ter, p. 100, ci~ing .J • 'K. Galbraith
a.nd G. G. Johnson 1 Jr.~ Economic Effects of the Fede!'a.l Public Works
Expenditures, 1933---38 (Ha.shington, n.-c-:71Ja ti,ffiif-f:c:;;;ur~~e::: PJ".anning
Beard, 1940), pp. 108, J.09; Hean Reltef-Workers Go On Str:i.kA?" l.iterary
Digo::st ~ August 17, 1935; p ~ 8; "The Fortune Quarterly Survey~
~VDrtun.e, October, 1936, pp. 132, 210; "WPA Strike Settlement, t• ·survey,
"bCiober, 1936,. p. 304.
-----··

vf:i·-

,
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In Harper's Magazine Grace Adams added that the· dole told a
man he had struck the bottom, both spiritually and financially.

That

feeling . of helplessness made a per son determine to work at · a11ythj.ng.

UowEver; she. ·wrote that the WPA destroyed that determination, for
[ t]he person 1.vho has worked for three years on a wh:ite-collar
[WPA] pr:j ect ·has nlready lost his i.ncentive to independent industry, find · so he opposes ·with all · th2 vigor he has left any change in
the #Ork relief program • . • • not because • • . he considers the
~vork he does worth while [sic], or even because he thinks the
goverTu-nent owes him a living, b'u t simply because he knows that so
long as the WP.A continues as it · is he .ce.n draw larger bounties from
it tho.n fr.·om ·any other publj_c c'i:H~rity- 43

Respondi"i1g to the: criticism of over. spending and the danger of
inflation, FDR. slaohed government spending in Jm:1e, 1937, including both

WPA and PW.A a ppr opria tiO!lS

b

By August of the same year a drastic eco-

nomi.c. sl:!.dB put ctl1other burden upon FDR:

the stock market fell by 4.3

percent; industrial product.ion d€c.li.ned by one-third; and private constructiou in the years since FDR's inaugura.tion
never reached half the
..
.
.

pre-Depression figures~
";

. .,..

.

In response 5 . payrolls declined by 35 percent,

putting two million more people out of wor.k between Labor Day and the

end of 1937.

In all, the economy plunged about one""."half
as much in ni.ne
...

months as i~ had from 1929 to 1933.44
The P::esi.dent blamed ;busir.ess for the decline, cl ting a conspiracy to en1bc:n:rass him and frustrate his reform efforts.

But. in turn,

the business community maintained that threatening taxes, · the coddling
•I

of organized labor by the Administration, and budgeting deficits dis-

___ ___
.,.

f, "

...,_,__

·~3Gr.ace Adams, "The White Collar Chokes:

Thr~e Years of WPA

Prof~. ssional Wo·rk," ~_:pe.:_'s Hag.azine. Octobe.r, 1938, p .. !184.

441ccchtenburg, pp. 243, 244; Weeter~ p. 100; C0nkinj p. 96.
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couraged private investment and resulted i"n the recession.

Naturally,

major urban centers reported increased unemployment and ma.yors called
upon the Administration to increase relief

spend~ng.

This Roosevelt

did in an emergency appropriation of $250 million in early 1938 to
enlc;rge WPA activities.

In that election year, Congress voted a $3.7

billion puh:'. i.e. works measure for PWA, WPA, a.nd other assorted agencies.

Hut this infusion of money did not preclude Republican triumphs at the
polls:

they enlarged their House representation by eighty seats, and

gained eight Senators.

A defeated Democratic Congressman from Pennsyl-

vania. blamed his own party losses on the failure of the New Deal to
'

·restore prosperity.

After the 1938 ,:•fall elections enthusiasm seemed to

curn aga:f.nst New Deal innovations · and
re~ession

pu.bl~c

interest waned.

·when the

struck, the conservative argument that reforms were no longer

necessary took on a. greater force.
.

..

As . busi,ne.ss
opposition to the
.·
.·

N~w

Deal grew;; the idea reemerged . that bus~Lness c·.ould run the economy with
g:reater efficiency than bureaucrB.ts .. 45
. , !'.·''

Compounding President

Roosevelt~

s prob1.en1s .· :in. 1938 were a series

of a.rticles by Tom Stokes, a New Deal supporter, . f ..nc( a 't,rr :i ter for the
Scri.pps-Howard newspaper chain, who charged Democrats with u!?ing the WPA
in Kentucky to defeat a Roosevelt opponent.

The suggestion that Roose-

velt's party purchased votes by promising HPA jobs was n:ot new. 46

--------·--45conkin, pp. 96, 97; Leuchtenhurg) pp. 257, 271, 273; Schlesinger, The New Dea.l in Action, 1933-1939, pp. 52-·55; Weeter, p. 299; i'Si.xty
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New3week called Stokes' articles ". • • a warmed-over version of charges
which Republican newspapers have been making for months."47

But the

Pulitizer prize-winning articles dj_d persuade the Senate to investigate

the charges with the result that Congress passed the Hatch Act of 1939,
an omnibus law prohibiting political activity by federal employees.
Also, paying the. salary or expenses from WPA funds of a person who was
a candidate for any state, distr1.ct, cm.inty, or municipal offj_ce, in
any election, or who served as a. campaign manager or assistant became

illegal.Ld3
a

WPil. administrators reinforced thi5 non-political stance in

1940 memo which told the HPA \1orker

[y]ou are. not under obligation to vote for or a.gainst any
candidates • • . • No one can threaten to have you fired for any
political reason. No one can promise you a better WP.A job in return
for your suppor.t. No one can ask you for money for any political
campaign. • • • You do not owe your job to politics--you will not
los~ it because of your vote.49
Surrounded with criticism, Congress att:c:..rnpted to reorgan:tze the
l-lorkn Progress AdministLation by making it part of a larger works proEffective July 1, 1939, the Federal Works Agency included, among

g-:-.:am.

others, the Bureau of Public Roads, the branch of building man:igement of
the National Park Service and United States Housing Authority, the
Federal Emergency Administration of Public Works, and the renamed WPA,
now called the Wo·r ks Projects Admtnist1:ation.

In a.nether effort to

·-------- ---·--.

47Rober.t Bendiner and James W~cslE:l'.'., "Fro1n Scripps to Howard,
Part I," Nati.ens May 13, 1939, p. 555.

48 Leuchtenbu.rg, p. 270; Editori:i.1~ "The Sh ape o [ T.tnngs,
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1939, p. 50; Editortal, "The Shape of Things," · ~ati.on:--Hay

13, 1939, p. 546.
49 Howard, Federal Relief Po] icy
Release 4-·2120, Apr ii 11, 1940-:- p. 15.

j

pp. 116 and 118 ~ citing WPi\.,
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quell WPA controversy Congress endeavored to restructure the rates of
pay for many WPA workmen.

This endeavor, bowever, would bring more

turmoil to the WFA and produce a series of strikes that spread throughout the nation in 1939.50

50nrown, pp. 3l•5, 346; Hallihan, p. 42.

Chapter ·2

REVISION OF WPA WAGES
AND THE NATIONAL WPA STRIKE
Depressions and relief work were not new to the America of the
1930's, and strikes by government-paid work reliefers had predated the

uat:i.onal WPA strike in 1939.
Early State Emergency ·Relief Administrations experienced 145
press-reported strikes.

The Hopkins'-run FERA and CWA had forty-six

strikes during 1931:.-1935.

Conservation Corps also

The Resettlement Administration and Civilian

encounter~d

strikes.

With these precedents the

Works Progress Administration (WPA) was not immune to strike difficul ties.

In fact, i.n its first two and one-half years WPA experienced

approxim2tely 600 strikes in every state of the union except Arkansas,
Ai.izona, Delaware,

Louisiana~

and Wyoming.

During that time, 1935-1937,

not a single strikeless month occurred.I
The unioni.zation of WPA workers no doubt prompted the use of
strlkes by the workers in order to solve their grievances.

Though most

WPA uorkers were unorganized, the government became morally bound to
recognize th2 unions of its employees because of President Franklin D.
Rcosevelt's strong support of the National Labor Relations Act of 1935
,,

(the Wagner Act) whlch encouraged and guaranteed the right of workers in
__,.,,,...

________

1Dtivid Ziskind, One Thousand Strikes of Government Employees
(New York: Colur.tbia University ·Press, 1940; reprint ed., New York:
Arno Press In\:.., and the New York Time~~ 1971), pp. J.37-141, 181-183.
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private industry to
(~LRB), :i.n a

~rganize.

The National Labor .Relations Board

case involving the National Recovery Administration (NRA),

he.ld that the federal government must recognize the right of its own

employees to organize without cof:!rcion, intimidation, or interference.
The WPA protected its workers' rights to select representatives to discuss grievances with the administration, representatives who were not
necessarily part of the works program.

Also, discrimination against

individual workers or groups, through such tactics as espionage·or
blacklists, was forbidden.

In some local cases of reverse discrimi-

nation, WPA hired only union members for certain jobs, though the WPA in
Washington, D.C., refused to sanction the practice.

Ho~ever,

while WPA

&ccepted the principle that its workers cou.ld belong to or organize
unions, no organization meeting could take place during working hours,
a.nci, most importantly, WPA workers were forbidden to strike~ 2

But WPA workers did strike.

Some believed that because their

projects prcved beneficial to the public, they were hired for their
labor and had a right to use the strike as a method of protest.
strike, then, was not directed against the government per

~,

A

but

aga:f.nst the employer who in this case happened to be the federal govern-

ment.

1'hus, because some WPA -workers chose to see themselves in a

regular employer-employee relationship, they wanted the same benefits,

---------,..

·'"Zi.e:kindi pp. 165-167, and citing [WPA] Handbook of Procedures
(1936), p .. 21+3; Paul K. Conkin, FDR and the Originals of the Welfare
State (New York: Thomas Y. CroweITCompany, 1967), pp .. 63, 43; Donald

S .. -Hownrd; The WPA and Federal Relief Policy (Nt!w York: Russell Sage
Foundation1-f91~3J, p. -219; "Protestand"-Policy," Survey Graphi.c,
November, 1936, p. 336.
----
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pay, · and especially the .respect of private employment.
situations, however, this was not to be.
WPA worker charged that society
category as a parolee or

a

i~

Writing in

In certain

Fori:~

magazine, a

general had classed him in the same

disch8:rged schizophrenic.

Leonard A. Allen,

also a WPA worker, protested that WPA workers were linked to a lower
caste of American Society:
The next time your Representative or Sena.tor rises in Congress
to deplore the plight of the Jews in Germany, make an appeal to
his sense of justice. Tell him Germany has its Jews, India'its
Untouchables, and the United States its Unemployed.3
Another WPA worker echoed similar feelings when he wrote that
some businessmen,

adher~ng

to old puritanical philosophies, 'Lefused to

hire men and women who had been on WPA

rolls~

This attitude forced

ambitious, honest people to grovel for u living since private employers
refused to assist in removing men and women from the WPA by hiring them.
A number of WPA workers suffered discrimination in voting r .ights since

they could not find private employment.

As late as 1934, the consti-

tutions of fourteen states deprived relief recipients of the right to
vot:e and

t\J

hold public office.

A few years later the chairman of the

Radio Corporation cf America, Major General J. B. Harbord, repeated this
idea,. helievi_n g that the relief recipient, as a voter, had a vested
interest in

retain~ng

all of the b2nefits he received.

However, in a

March, 1939, Fortune survey alreost three-quarters of those polled felt

___________
,

3ziskind~ pp. 6: 10! 249; Anonymcus ,, "Ky · Car.eer on the WFAt 11
Forum, .April, 191•0, p. 187; Leon:J.rd A. Allen, "t..TA Worker Strikes
.
Back," _..._.___
Commonweal, January 12, 191.0, p.
259.
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rE"liefcrs should not lose .their franchise. 4
WPA projects were often. criticized for their expense, and WPA
work~rs

for their inefficiency.

WPA officials tried to point out the

unfair .comparison between WPA and private

construct:lon~

For inst:ance,

the law required WPA to keep equipment costs at a minimum, thus affecting a worker\s output.

WPA workers could only work a certain number of

hcurs a month, necessitating a number of shifts to do one man's

work.~

Unlike private contractors, WPA was compelled to select its workers from
the needy, not the most skilled.
favorite word of WP.A critics. 5

The word "boondoggle" became a
Regarding that word, which described

tr:tfling, useless work, or those who loafed on the job, FDR condoned it,
fox: he said if ". • . • we can boondoggle our \.1ay out of the depression
• • • it will be enshrined in the popular mind for years to come~"6

This sort of ridicule of WPA workers prompted the Council of the Federation o:f Actors, composed of vaudeville performers, to forbid its ten
thousand members from making jokes about WPA, believing that the jokes

were often cruel, vicious:; and a great injustice to WPA workers.7

-------4Allen, "WPA Worker Strikes Back,H p. 259; Letter to the editor,
Cornmonweal, January 26, 1930, p. 305; Josephfne Chapin Brown, Public
Relier,-·1929-1939 (New York: Henry Holt and Company, 191•0), p7° 10;
1 rThc

FortUne Survey:

XIX," For.tune,. March, 1939, p. 135.

SHoward, Federal Relief Policy, p. 137.
6•nc~1reer-Men,' WPA Frankenstein?" Literary Digest, June 12,
1937, p. 10. Naturally some cases of "boondogglingn-c:fid arise. For
instance, the Literary Digest reported that t"wenty young men in Dubois,
Pennsylvania, · were paid eight dolla-cs a day by WPA to teach school- ·
chiJ.drcn the gHmc of marbles. Residents of Westchester County in New
York learned how to play a better game of golf and tennis through a
$100,000 WPA uppr.opriation. Ibid,
7Margaret Marshall, "Notes by the Way," !1nt1.on~ March 25, 1939,
p. 351.
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The WPA, sensitive to the claim of inefficiency, put its brick

and stone masons, carpenters, and printers to the test in seven cities
in January, 1937.

Rated by a union journeyman and a WPA engineer, the

results showed that over three-fourths of the men produced passable or

better work.

But because WPA ·projects could n·o t compete directly with

p·r j.vctte industry, many could not be · employed at their usual occupat:tons.
Someworker.s complained tha.t clue to the manual-type labor they lost
their f<1rmer skills for . hi.ghly delicate work. 8

For these and other reasons, WPA worke.rs o.rganized unions.

Many

WP.A workers believed that organizing wa.s the best ·way to keep their
jobs, for they looked upon w1?A. not as a temporary expedient, but as a

vocation, a permanent program.. .. In

ti.mf~S

of econm::dc depression., the

wo!'ker employed hy WPA found safety or security from joblessness, an
escape from the precarious state of private employment.

Other WPA

workers discovered that the grievance. and appeal system worked i.nade-·
quately.

The WPA had established a step-by-step hi.erarchy whereby the

worker could present his grievance to the foreman, next to the local
WPA of fic:ial, then to the state WPA organi.zation,. and finally to the

assistant WPA commissioner in charge of thG Division of Employment in

Washington:t D, C.

However, unions should have more success, workers

·--__.._.__..---~---------

8:oEff iciency of . Skilled WPA Workers,.'' Monthly Labar . Review,
.July> . 1937 ~ p. 101; Howard, Federal Relief Policy, p·p-:-z30~233~citing
Stt~\Jn H. Shephn:rd Rnd Gertrude Bancroft,
Cases Certifi~d for
W'::ork.~ Program,..Employment in 13 Stat.es, WPA Series IV, No. :2 (Washington,
'f.) . . .c:·!Governmen-f".-P°rinting Office;-193'7), p. 5: Ibid., p. 235, citing
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believed, than the individual in

cornbat~ng . the

maze .of assistants and

supervisors. 9

WPA workers objected
regula.tions.

s~•ught

many administration procedures and

Later·, if these grievances were irresolvable, the griev-

ances became strike demands.

grievance.

to

Tardy paychecks were a most prolific

A problem with transportation sparked some strikes.

WPA

to have j_ts local sponsors assume the cost of transporting

workers to the projects, but often they neglected to do this, and workers

had to walk to the project or pay for transpor ta ti on.
20, 1936, \.IPA farced all men,

skillc.~d

After February

and unskilled, to make up time

lost on jobs. 10
. Complaints against the conduct of WPA foremen and superv·isors
were nunierous.

Most of the foremen, also taken from relief rolls, lacked

experience in managing worker·s .

Others with experience had developed

habits that were frequently contrary to WPA regulations.

If the foremen

and supervis0:-s raafntained a wrong conception of the WPA pr.ogram, it refleeted in

the~.r

management of the workers.

Also, in many regions of

the country locol :WPA administrators opposed union organization and a

number of strikes occurred over specific charges of union discrindnation.

1
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li80, 481; "Seven Days Survey, n Co~~~eal :> ~Tanu3ry 31, 1936, ·p. 385;
Anonymous, uMy Care.er C•n the WPA," Forum, April, 191:-0, p. 186; Howard,
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Fingerprint~ng

workers raised a protest, as did undue surveillance and

petty persecution.

A special type of ·supervision, the une of armed

guards to patrol projects, aroused the ire cf the workers, for many
charged that persons with complaints were frightened away and at times
manhandled. 1 1
But a grievance that aroused more d:i.scussion, controversy, protest, attd national attention than any other involved the WPA pay scale.

Th:ls question dated from the
thereafter.

~eginning

of WPA in 1935 and haunted it

The rate of pay depended on the philosophy of the WPA:

was

it a goverumel'.ltal means of taking up the slack in the private work sector,

or a temporary way to sustain tha worker's purchasing

pc~1er,

his health,

and working instinct? · Under the Federal Emergency Relief Administration
(FERA) the size of the paycheck usually depended upon the budgetary

deficiency of the worker's fe.tnily.

That is, social workers devised

subsistence budgets for families, and the worker received the difference
between that budget and whatever other income the family 'tnight have. 12
In its f:trst year the WPA paid security wages.
Wa$

A security wage

larger than the relief dole, but not so large as to encourage the

reje~tion · of

private employment.

year wa.s guaranteed.

B<::cause

Also, the security wage in WPA's first

workers had to eat despite whatever weather

cond:itJ.ons might affect the project, they received their monthly salary. 13
•I

------------21~

11 Ibid., pp. 163, 16'•~ 1G6; Letter to the e.ditor, ·Nat:lon, January
1939, p~ 103; Letter to the editor; · Ncttio~; ·Septcr.lber 21., 19l1.0, p.

255 a

p. 135.

12
· ..·~.futiny on the Bounty, " Time, .July 17, 1939, p.

l31-!oward, 1''ederal Relief Pol:f~:y-~ pp. 166, 170 • .

ll~;

Ziskind,
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But the organized .worker found it much simpler and economically
beneficial to refer to the prevailing wage, or the union w:age, of his
own craft.

Time magazine labelled paying lower than union wages a

return . to the inhumanity of the Hoover days, and insisted that .relief
families were donating part of their services to the state.

The

American Federation of Labor (AFL) led the fight to demand union rates

for skilled WPA workers, for it feared that if the WPA undercut union
pay scales, then private employers would be encouraged to cut their

wilges.

In demanding prevailing wages, the AFL co'uld establish its

le.adership

ov~r

labor as a whole, both organized and unorganized.

Through the intense lobbying efforts of organized labor, and strikes by
WPA 't·Torkers, the cumulative effect forced Congress to re.duce the number

of hours a WPA reliefer worked.

State WPA administrators thus estab-

lished the number of hours that different classes of workers had to
labor to receive the "security wage" based upon the prevailing rates in
the:lr respective counties.

This system lasted from 1936 to

July~

1939. 14

J.lu•Hutiny on the Bounty," Time, July 17, 1939, pa 14; Ziskind,
FP' 135, 149, 152, 15!•, 155; Howard, FedernlRelicf PoLlcy, p. 214;
Williarr. E. Leu ch tenburg, Frankl in D. ROOSevelt ailcfTue-l':e\Y Deal,
(New York:. Harper. and R9W:l~f6fj, p. 12'4;:--Fdl1:oric), T11Ine-irew
ra~ al of Lower Wages," t~a t .i on, : January 16, 19 35, . J..h 60; ·. ' 1The WPA
. '

•1

Strike.'' ~-c;-~~~k, .July 17, 1939~ p. 43; Ed:i.tvri~~., nThe ' WPA Strike, "
NB,tion, Augast 21, 1935, p. 201. Between A11gust 6 an<l Septeml1er 2 4~
T935, Ne1;·7 York City experj enced a strike by a group· of WPA workers ovar
the dirHct issue of security wages or the union scale~ Led by the Nr~vr
X-crk ch<.>.ptt:r of the A~erican Federation of Labor, WPA ·worke):s in N::.:w York ·
: C:U:y succeeded in their demands when WPA officials chose to lowr~r the
a14ount of hours of work for the Sf!CUrity wage. -FDR disputf~d the fact

that WPA workers in New York City were striking, and Harry Hopkins
r1€clar.ed that there could be no such thing as a strike ou a rF.l f ef . ..iob •

Those decl:i_ning to work would simply be taken cff HPA rolls.

Yet,

WPA workers did not all receive . the same pay.

Many factors

determined the final wage of the .reliefert .which cou.ld ·vary from month
to month.

Neither the size of a worker's family nor the number of

dependents affected pay rates, but, simply stated, the variation in
wages depended upon (1) the ski.11 of the worker-··more highly skilled,
higher pay, (2) the section of the country in which he lived--Northern
rates werB higher than those paid in the South, (3) the degree of urbanization of the county in which.the worker was employed--more urban,
higher pay.

At first \\TA paid the worker according to the city in which

the worker lived, but this brought problems because some .workers with
the same skill, on the same project, .received different wages.

Also, in

scmc metropol:l.tan areas WPA extended the scale over the entire district.

The final amount of pay also depended upon other considerations.

A WPA

worker in 1936 discovered that he had to make up time lost for weather,
111.nesoes and other absences if he wanted to receive his full monthly
salary.

He was to be pa:td only for time worked.

Extra pay would not be

given for overtime, but the worker could receive time off for the extra
1 'ber.
.a

A ·r eduction in wages would occur if the WPA worker had other

sources of income like veterans benefits. 15

admittedly, the Roosevelt Administration and the WPA had to change its
wnge scales~ 7.iskind, pp • . 143-148; . "Can ,Relief-Workers Go On Strike?"
.,

Li!:'.e.r.ary

-·----·- ··

lU.gt.~st,

··~·--· -

August 17, 1935, ·p. 8.
.

. 15uwarl:s Progr ~ss Administratfon WAge . Scales," Monthly ·Labor
Revi~;\?, · Jauunry ~ 1~; 39 ,: p. 189; Howard; · Fedcrell" R~li~f ·Policy, pp. 163,
·m-;--r12, 175, 21.i', ~18~ A House Cor;unittec in 1941 re.vealed that WPA

worl:.ers averaged a loss of five percent of their potential.earnings each
month due to sickness~ poor weather, project interruptions, and other
l:E::a.Go-:.1s.
Over an e-::ltire. year . that represente<l three weeks pay. llo'W'ard,
....._
_
_..,.__.
Federal R~lief Policy, p. 168 .
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Relatively little is . known about the distribution of individual
WPA earn:i.ngs, but in December,. ·1935, the average security wage was
$41.57 a month.

In 1935, 32 .4. percent of the workers received less than

$30 a month> 32.7 percent earned between $30 and $50 a month, while 34.9
per.cent received $50 or more for their wcrk.

However , by 1939 the

avez:age wage had risen from ·$41.57 to appi:oximately $56 a month.

Though

WPA reliefers had the right to spend this money as they saw fit, indirect
pres sure was

applied to spend and not save thej_r earnings, and thus

bolster the national economy.

The ~ low

wages usually meant that workers

had to spend their pay in order to survive.16
In a WPA study, Margaret Stecker found that in March, 1935, a
fa"ll:f.ly of four needed about $75 a month for an emergency level existence.

That level took into account the economies that would be made. in depressio-a conditions, conditions which could be unhealthy for families if they
h~1d

to exist at the emergency level for considerable periods of. time.

Normal or average minimum requirements, the maintenance level, required an
incon:e of $105 for a family of four in a month.

Since a discrepancy did

exist between what a WPA worker earned and what the family needed, they

often recelveJ supplemental commodities or income.

some

la~ge

cities was less than the amount families could have received
Other. times WPA compelled workers to leave its rolls to

from relief.
•l

Yet the WPA rate in

accept privc:tte employment which might pay far less than the WPA

scale~ 17

..,.,--·---·--- ---1 ,.
· · "'.". qik;i:·raid~
1 .,

Federal Relief Policy, pp. ·· 4a, 177-180, 184, 186.

.

federal Relief Policy, p. 7, citing Margaret Loomis
~~t~~ ckr.;r, Intercity Differences i.n Costs of Living in March 193.5 i.n 59
C.i ti'.'.' S (U<:~ ~~Tiington, D ~ C.: Works Progress Administration, 1937), p. 7;
itld., pp~ 167, 176, 192~ 198, 206, 211; Adams, p. 482; Editorial,
"Sr. ..?ttl:Lng the HPA,u Nation, September 4, 1937$ p. 233.
··· ·Howard~

1
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Periodically the wage rate was modified.

Up to five percent of

the Yorkers in a _ state could be exempted from the wage schedule becnuse

of their specialized training, · ability, or technical positions. -The
Presidentts regulations also exempted . administrators and supervisory

employees from the established monthly security wage.

~fnen

the average

laborer earned $56 a month, a supervisor of time-keepers in Sacramento

was paid $160 u month..

Assistant supervisors, also in Sacramento, re-R

ceived $216 a month, while the same position in San Bernardino County
paid $233.

11La salary of Herbert

c .. Legg, WPA

administrator for Southern

Californias. was $625 a month in 1939. 18
Work peri.ods for the different classes of· WPA workers posed monu-

-mental s _c hcduling difficulties for ·wPA administrators.

For instance, a

common la.l,orer worked 121 hours a month for his wage, while the carpenter

labored just 53 hours.

Bricklayers worked 48 1/2 hours a month in

cert:.iirj, areas, a hod carrier 63 1/2 hours.

A plumber's helper worked

71 1/2. hours.: but the journeyman plumber put in 50 hours a month.19
Another problei11 relating to the working schedule angered organi~!ed

labor.

Skilled WPA laborers, working only a few days each month to

receive their WPA check, took private jobs to supplement their incomes,
nften b·Hlow the prevailing wage.

This employment outside WPA violated

a.dnttn:I.stration rules, and while the skilled workmen had the extra time,
•I

---·- ---·--18 11works Progress Atlminis tration Wa.ge Scales," Monthly La.bar
. Ncview,· .Tanuar.y, 1939, p. 189; Ziskind, p •. 150:. Sacramento Uni.on, August ,
I~r;-1939, p. 10; .R edlands Daily Facts, August i9~ 1939 !; p. 5.
19"Mutiny on the Bounty," Time, July 17, 1939, p. 14; Arthur E.
Burns and Peyton Kerr, "Recent Changes in Work-Rel:i.ef Wage Policy,"
A.rnerica~~~~~n?_!:.ic Review, Mar ch, 1941, pp. 63, 64.

~·.,
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the u11skilled men were working as much as 130 hours a month for even
smaller paychecks.

Due to this unequal work/pay situation, and the

complaints from WP.A administrators, social workers, and unskilled re-

liefers, the fiscal 1940 Emergency Relief Act stipulated two main
changes in WPA procedures.,

First, all WPA workers regardless of skill

had to work 130 hours every four weeks for their security pay, and
aecond, all those em.p loyed by WPA for eighteen consecutive months would

have to be discharged for at least thirty days before being rehlred. 20
Thus, beginning July 1, 1939, the wide hourly-wage differential
no longer existed, and the t•,000 different wage schedules were reduced to
a workable 60 when the new law went into effect.

These changes, Congress

believed, would be . beneficial in improving the planning of operation
schedules, providj_ng more effective supervision, completing projects at
a faster rate, increasing the efficiency of project operations, and

20"The WPA Strike," Newsweek, July 17, 1939, p. 43; Donald

s.

HoT..;.;l:ird, "But People Must Eat," Atlantic Monthly, February, 1940, p. 196;

Heward, Federal Relief Policy, . pp. 208, 214.

Exceptions to the 130 hours
· provision were macie:--rf necessary more hours could be worked to (1)
prote~t work already done on a project, (2) permit making up lost time,
(3) complete work in an emergency involvi.ng the public welfare or projects re.l a ted to national defense. Howard, Federal Relief Policy, p.
213 ~ Robert S. Allen charged Congress wlth attempting to destroy the
Pi esident'e work relief program by replacing it with a dole. Congress
apparently considf;red making some changes in the works progra.m when the
:Ryrn<.!S Corumi ttee, a special Senate commit tee investigating unemployment
and re;l:tcf, recommended in February, 1939, the creation .of a Depa.rtment
. of Puhl ic Works whi.ch would assume all the func ti.onn of WPA, · PWA, CCC,
and other works agencies. Later, Congress attempted to take the WPA
pr.ogr.am o:ut of the hands of one man and place it in the hands of a Works
P ~co j er.. ts Board, con.sis ting of three indivj_duals.
Robert S. Allen, "WPA-:-.~~ .
01: th(~ Dole," Nation, January 28, 1939, pp. 111, 112; Howard, Federal
'R ·• ·1 .. } ' 1 -i
~·:..~~-~~<:Y_,

p. .11. ·-'J

~
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providing an incentive for the WPA worker to get and keep a private
job .21

Reaction by skilled workers and the American Federation of Labor
(A.FL) to the change in WPA regulations came quickly.

Harry Bates,

president cf the International Bricklayers Union, stated, "A union man
holding a union card does not work below the union scale of wages for
anyone."22

Also, the president of the Building and Construction Trade

Council of the AFL, Thomas A. Murray, acknowledged he officially authorized a walkout by WPA workers, and emphasized that "[t]he WPA bill,
jammed through by Congress at the last minute, is one of the most vicious

pieces of legislation ever palmed off on the people of this nation • • • •
This f i .ght will be fought to a finish. u23

WPA workers around the country began to protest the new WPA
regulations by leaving their jobs around July 5.

Eventually the str:tkc

extended into thirty-seven states with Illinois, Minnesota, Wisconsin,
and New York having the largest number of striking workers.

On the 7th

of .July the A.FL claimed one hundred thousand WPA workers were idle, with
l~rge

protests in New York City, Cleveland, and Chicago.

end had p.: lssed, the strike continued to gain momentum.

After the weekOn July 10 in

Dctr:oit 1 17,000 workers walked off their jobs and the number increased

2l"Adjusted," Survey Graphic, September, 1939, p. 281; "Mutiny
on the Bounty," Time, July 17, 1939, p. 14; Arthur E. Burns and Peyton
Kerr, "Recent Changes in Work-Relief Wage Policy," American Economic
Revi.ew,, March~ 19 41, p. 64.

------

.

22"war on Congress," ±_!!n_!;_, July 24, 1939, p. 11.
23 "Huti ny on the Bounty," Time, July 17, 1939, p. 14.
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to 28,000 the next day.

Both Illinois and Wisconsin had approximately

30,000 striking WPA workers by July lle2l~

Joining the AFL in trying to pressure Congress to reduce the 130
hour work regulation was the Worker's Alliance, perhaps the largest 'VtPA
The Alliance, formed under Marxist auspices 5.n 1935,

workers' union.

represented over 250,000 WPA employees when the Unemployed Council, part

of the Trade Union Unity League, and the National Unemployed League, combined ·with the Worker's Alliance in 1936.

In the 1939 strike the Alliance

took a very vocal position, especially when David Lasser, president of

the organization, stated that depriving WPA workers cf the right to
strike meant instituting forced labor in the United States.
series of strikes

b~gan,

When the

the Alliance ·called for all WPA workers to stage

a 111c:.ssive protest on July 20. 25
Pr·es:1.dent Roosevelt and the Administration speedily responded to
the strike situation.

Initially, FDR facetj_ously asserted that WPA

employees were not striking, merely returning to their homes.

But WPA,

now led by Colonel Francis C. Harrington, invoked a r _egula tion, with
the President's approval, which terminated reliefers from administration
rolls who did not work for five consecutive days.

In addition, the ff.red

i1t:rikers could be denied other forms of relief, then prosecuted for will-

fully

. ri-~fusing

to support dependents.

Dy July 12: over 13,000 WPA

,,
·- ~ -----------

2''"l·Bakersfield Californi.an, July 6, 1939~ p. 6; Oakland Tribune,
July 6, 1939, p. 2; July 7, 1939, p. 2; July 11, 1939, p. 2; Sacramento
Union, July 6, l'J39, p. ·Z; July 7, 1939, p. 2; July 8, 1939, p. 2; July
Tz,··-f939s pp. 1, 2; 0 Strikes in J'uly, 1939," Monthly Labor Review,
November, 1939, p. 1145.
25wecter, p. 116; Ziskind, p. 212; Heward, Federal Relief Polic~,
pp. 223t 224; Oakland T:-ibune, July 11, 1939, p. 2.
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workers had been dl.smissed, with l1innesota leading the total with

6,006.26
Events in Minnesota, especially in Minneapol:i.s, took a fatal
tur.n during the mid-summer, when on July 11 a policeman died of heart

failure following a scuffle between WPA pickets and police at a sewing

project.

Then on Friday, July 14, having earlier dispersed a crowd of

4,000 pickets! police tried to escort one hundred women from their work
en the se.wi.n g project · amid

te~r.

gas, bricks, and rock throwing.

In the

melce one picket was killed, .seventeen injured, and 160 people arrested
under a

bro~dly

interpreted conspiracy provision in the Woodrum Relief

Act 5. a provisio1-:. which :i.ncluded under the definition of a felon any
person who, by means of fraud, force, threat, j_ntimidation, or boycott
deprj.ved, attempted to deprj.ve, or assisted in depriving another person
of the benefits to which he was entitled.

Attorney General Frank Murphy,

after reiterating that there T'nist: be no strikes

CJ gain.st

· the.

government~

said the Ju.otice Department ·would thoroughJ.y investigate those who
exploited the strj.ke situation:

Such

strikt~s

by government worke.rs,

Murphy contended, laid the foundation for fascism.27

26ziski-nd, pp. 3, 224; Howard, Federal Relief Policy, p. 223;
Oakland Tribune:. July 13, 1939, p. 2; Ifak.er sf.ieid Californian, July 13,
~1°' 9----,---7J , p.. -- .,

---------·- ------

"

27 "War on Congress," Time, July 24, 1939~ p, 11; Dwight MacDonald,
t!WPA Cuts--or Jail," Nation, February 3, 191tO. p. 122; Orange Daily News,
JuJ.y 14:. 1939, p. 3; }~e\·! York Times, July 14, 1939, p. i;-July 15,' 1939,

p. 1; ~:t~hm~_d Dailt._Inde,Pendent, July 20, .1939:t p~ 1. 'l'he issue at
t.he trJ.als of the Minneapolis strikers pitted "Commun.ism" vs. "Aneri.canism." U. S. Attorney Victor Anderson reportedly stated that
uMinneapolin is not goj_ng to become the Moscm·1 of Amerlca as 1.ong as I ·
am dir:Jtrict attorney." MacDonald, p. J.22. In a ser:i.es . of trials
M.in'.'Jcapoli.s Judge Matthew M. J.:>yce alJ.owed mass trlals vf ti\enty-five
at a time. · Thirty-two persons 'i.•!.;re convicted, fourtc:!en of whom rccci"ied
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Negative .news reports concerning the WPA strikes, such as the
hostilities in Minneapolis, deflated the hopes of the AFL, especially
tts president, William L. Green.

When the strike began he predicted

that the entire membership· of five million men would be mobilized to
preserve a vital principle of organized labor, the prevailing wage, which
h:id be.en established through years of suffering, sacrifice, and calleetlve bargaining.

Bernard Tassler, on the publici t-y staff of the AFL,

threatened to withhold labor support ln future elections from any mP-mber
of Co_ngrefis who d.i.d not vote in favor of res to ring the prevailing wage
rates.

But on July 12 -·GrGen stressed that WPA strikes were spontr.:neous 1

and had never been ordered by the AFL because the remedy lay with Con-

gress and not with strikes.

A committet:i. 0£

l~bo-:-

leadf:!rs met with ·

President Roosevelt on the 14th and discussed the prevailing wage with
hi.t-n~

Indicative of the President's position was his statement just

before a meeting with AFL leaders that no one could strike against the
government .•

Afterwards Green explained that labor's dissatisfaction

with the new WPA wage .policy had been presented to the President, . and
that Roosevelt was asked to intervene to protect the strikers from dis"'-r ·rTi~1·na
-f on .. 2 8
c ;,__

· - -. ..... h

,,

jail oJ: prison sentences ranging frmn thirty days to eight months. However, after twenty-four laborand liberal leaders appealed to FDR in
early 1940, the remai.ning indictments, over one hundred, were dropped.
Howard, F(:o.deral Re:_li.ef Policy, pp. 225, 226.
28New York Times, July -11, 1939, p. 7; July l:~, 1939, p. 5; July
15, 1939, pp:-1-;16; ' 1Mutiny on the Bounty~.... Time, July 17, 1939, p. 14;
"War on Congress," Time, July 24, 1939, p. 11;<Jrganized Lahar, July 22,
19J9, p. l; July 29~ 1939, p~ 1. The Cor1gress of Industrial Organization
(CIO), undP-r the leadership of John L. Lewis, also threatened political
ret:-i.bution against those in Congress who reduced the W.PA wage. The
CIO, once the Committee of Industrial Organization i.n the AFL, had been
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Some members of Congress attempted to rectify the

prob1~'1ls

with

organized labor and WPA workers by introducing a bill in both the House
of Representatives and the Senate which repealed the new wage regu-

lations.

But proponents of the restoration of prevailing wages suffered

a setback when the bills displeased the White House and bogged down in
Cong:ressicne.l commj_ttees.

The AFL then concentrated on increasing the

funds for the Public Works Administration (PWA), which used prj.vate

contrac.tors and paid prevailing wages • . By increasing PWA appropriations
Congress could retain labor support .yet seem receptive to the hostile
29
. sentinent
.
.,_
publ ic
o f t h e WPA s t riY.es.

Strikers b_egan to return to their jobs when the Administration
stood firm and when organized labor withdrew its support.

The Scranton,

Pen.nsylvanj_a, Building Trades Council rescinded a general
strike order
,,

for

Nond~y,

July 17, and the president of the council admitted that

• • • we acted a little too hasty but we are big enough to admit
our mistake before any great damage results.
Since the President and Attorney General made it plain that
there should be no strike against the Government, the Scranton
Building Trades Council wants to remain loyal. As good American
citizens we stand ready to obey the call of our commander--the
President of the United States.30

------ ---- a thorn in the flesh for William L. Green from its inception as a
committee in 1935 to its final separation from the AFL in 1938. The CIO
wa:1ted . to enter the ffeld of representing constri.iction workers, thus it
awaited any misstep by the AFL which could be interpreted as slighting
the striking unions. J.. euch tcnburg, p. 111; San Francis co Examiner,
.July 17, 1939, p. 3; "The WPA Strike," Newsweek, .July 24, 1939, ·p:- 42.

-

~

; 29~<:~~e:_~t~ U~i~n, July 11, 1939, p. 2; Washington Post, July 9,
1939, p. 4; July 12, 1939, pp. 1, 9; July 18, 1939, pp. 1, 2; New York
'f~~~-' July 17, 1939, p. 1.

· 30san 'Franci~ co Examiner, July 16, 1939, p. 12.
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For all intents and purposes the nationalWPA strike was over.
Residual striking situations remained, for on Tuesday, July 18, almost
27,000 strikers still had not returned to work, but only seven states
reported a thousand or more strikers.

The Worker's Alliance, however,

d:ld not call off its protest scheduled for July 20.

The Alliance pre-

dieted that demonstrati.ons of its one-day work stoppage, not a strike,

would occur ln 1)200 cities and involve at least 500,000 WPA workers.
'Ih~

position taken by the Unj.ted Government Employees, a Negro organi-

~ation

of almost 30,000 members, characterized the nood of most WPA

l-/ o:"k£rs concerning the general strike.

Its president, Edgar G. Brown,

advised its membership to have nothing to do with the protest out of
sympathy with the law of the land, the President, and Colonel Harrington.
Hen.cc, fewer than 25, 000 participated in the .July 20 protest. 31

Out of almost two and one-half million WPA worket·s in the United
(,'

""'"'

'-' ~·-·~t·
.._,,._ • wO J

the government estimated 123,000 workers were idle for at least
.

cnf; day

or more.

.... : .

. :

..

Many more men were idle for ·. part .o f . a day due to mass

rce.et.ings or short demonstrations protesting the WP.A . regulations.

Un-

5k.illed WJ?A workers also suffered and were indirectly involved in the
strike situation when jobs closed because of work stoppa.g es • . WPA officially fired over

.32~000

workers, and it was this positio11 of

refu~ing

to

slde with the strikers that dismayed labor leaders and turned the tide. of
1

•

th(~

strikes.

A Worker's Alliance offtc:ial, iu assGss:tng the mcrale of

3 1 san Francisco Examiner, July 16, 1939, p. 12; Oakland ·'fr:i.bunes
July 18, 19.'f9, p. 2;.July f9, I939, p. e; ·sacranc.nto ·Bee," Ju°Iy.19~-1.93'9,
V· 6; July 21, 1939, p. 12; ·San ·Diego ·Uni.on and ·Daily Bee, July 20, 1939,
p. 2; V.".!S Angeles Times, July 10, f~f39;-p:- f; 111:.:ibor 1 s Test~" Newsweek i
..Tuly 31-;-rg-39, p .- 36,
--
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the strikers, accused the AFL of deserting them after leading them into

an untenable position.

This lack of support from organized labor, · the

w'PA, and the Roosevelt Administration silenced the protest and insured

its failure.32

32"strikes in July, 1939," Monthly Labor Review, November, 1939,
p. 1143; "The WPA Strike," Newsweek, July 17, 1939, p. 43; "The WPA
Strike," Ibid-., July 24, 1939, p. '•2; · "Labor's Test," Ibid., July 31,
1939, p. 36; Oakland Tribune, July 13, 1939, p. 1.

Chapter J

THE WPA STRIKES IN CALIFORNIA

When WPA employees protested the new hours regulations, ·
Californians joined j_n. · Most of the activity occurred in Northern
California, and in comparison to events elsewhere in the nation; reaction
of California WPA workers seemed mild.

Few extended strike protests

took place, and violent behavior, such as Minneapolis experienced, did
not happen.

The vast majority of the forty thousand WPA workers in

Southe.rn California went about . their work as usual.l
In the. San Francisco Bay area WPA workers quickly returned to
·work when Wcil!<outs failed to produce their goals. · Beginning on July 5,
200 workers at the Fleishhacker Zoo left their jobs.

Two days later

leaders 0.f the S;1n :Francisco Building Traden Council, affiliated with
the .hi."Uerican Federation of J....:'lbor. (AFL), reported that 350 skilled
craftsmen had quit their WPA jobs, and th.o.t the council was calling a
gene·cal

W~J.lkout

Saturd~y

of WPA workers for Monday, July 10.

On the previous

night, July 8, more than 4,000 people gathered at the city hall

in San I"rnncisco to protest the change in WPA working hours.

Coinci-

d c.ntal with tht~ Sa.n Francisco demonstration, 1,000 protestors marched to

,,

the Oakland City Rall and heard speeches condemning the Congressional
ac ::ion 2nd pacsed resolutions demanding reversal of the new wage policy.
Also, the A l<-tt::i~da County Worker's Alliance and Congress of Indu~ trial

__ .... ..........-

. .

~- ~ -- · ·---·--

1 101-:g neach_l'ress-Telegram, .July 9, 1939, p. A-2,

l.i5
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Organization (CIO) promised to strike the Tuesday morning after the AFL

walkout~ 2
However, by Tuesday no WPA project had closed.

Officials

reported only 2,000 strikers out of a total of 13,000 workers at thirty
projects.

The next day WPA began

fir~ng

striking employees who had been

absent from their job for five dnys or more.

On July 12, 238 WPA

workers were discharged, and by Friday close to 900 had been fired in
San Francisco and Alameda

coun~ies.

Seeing that their walkouts accom-

plishcd nothing, local building trades leaders called off their strike
t.Hl

the day when HPA began firing workers. 3

According to William Mooser,

w"PA dir.ector of operations for San Francisco County, the firing of WPA
wo~k.ers

ca.used them to return to work.

work available.

In his words, "There'c no other

They have to eat. · They would have to continue on WPA

if Congrc!;s decreed a 260 hour work month. n4

When the week closed on July 15, only 500 WPA workers remained
away fro:n their jobs, doi.n g so for various reasons including the protest.
The Wo'r ker 's Alliance demanded makeup time for the period that the
\~ork.,.~rs

protested, and announced that brief walkouts would occur on the

n;.itional day of protest, July 20, in some sections of the state (excludi':1g San

Francisco), where. transportation difficulties would force
,..

.1..San Francisco Call-Bulletin, July 7, 1939, p. 1; July 8, 1939;
pp. 1, 2; Sa.n Francisc.o-:l~~in_e;.:_, July . 9, 1939, p. 3; Oakland Tribune,
July 6, 1939, p. 2; .July 7, 1939, ·p. l; July 8, 1939, p. 1.
3 sar Franci.sco Call~Bulletj.n, July 8, 1939, p. 2; ·Oakland
Tribune, July 11, 1939, p. l; July 12, 1939, p. 1; July 13, 1939, p. l;
J'Uly 15, '. 1939~ P• 2. ..
4 san Francisco Call·-Bulle:tin, July 13, 1939, p. 6.
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workers to stay out a whole day in protest, which not many workers
wanted to do.5
Yet, the strikes by WPA workers did prompt local government
agencies to ask Congress for wage change£.

In a six-to-one vote, the

Sar.. Francisco Board of Supervisors adopted such

~

resolution, and the

city council of Richmond notified Washington that the lower payroll would
,

.

adversely affect the tradesmen, property owners, and merchents in the
city.

Several groups, such as the CIO Industrial Union Council; the

Worker's Alliance, and the Labor Unions Unemployed Council, began a citywide drive in San Francisco to obtain petitions requesting Congress to

:repeal :i.ts 130-hour work provision.6
Strikes also occurred in other cities in the great San Francisco
Bay at:eQ.,

'.Che largest demonstration took place in San Mateo County

where the ·.san ·Mateo ' Times reported that nearly 1,200 WPA worlanen staged

a one-day protest strike on July 8 when the strikers, led by the Worker's
Alliance, marched in Redwood City.

Geor.ge A.. Jensen,

dispu~ed

However, San Mateo County WPA manager,

the number of demonstrators, noting that V..TPA

employed only 850 in the county.

Later the county Board of Supervisors

declined to take sides on the

pay problem, and delayed a protest

petition to Cor1grcss.
City

l~ot:ker

1

~A

Robert Hutter!' a representative of the Redwood

s Alliance, claimed that the new WPA bill "t-1ould force the

,,

§s_:~,

5sau Franci.sco Call-Bulletin, July 15, 1939, p. 3; San Francisco
July 19, 1939, p. 6; Oa.kla~ Tribu~~ .. July ·19, 1939 ~ p. 1.
,

· GSan Francisco Call-Bulletin, July 18, 1939, p. 2; San Francisco
~~~-' ..Tuly 19, 1939, p. 6; Richmond}?_aily Independent, .July 18, 1939,
p. 1.
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firing of

ltO

percent of WPA 's workers a.nd send the workers back to use-

less .projects.

Furthermore, he reported that many relief families could

not: get by on $55 a month.

But the chairman of the Board of Supervj_sors

contended the board was not fully acquainted with the new law and needed
more time to study the situation. 7
The Redwood City Worker's Alliance did not abandon its plans to
conduct a mass meeting at the courthouse on July 20.

Robert Hutter

cz.utioned that the rally was not a strike (being scheduled after working
hours)~

but a demonstration to show the public how WPA workers felt

about the new Congressional law.

By the 20th the workers became apa-

thetic-only six WPA workers gathered at the courthouse at the planned

An hour later only four workers remained, and shortly later they

time.
left.

8

No WPA strikes occurr.ed in the cities of Antioch, Salinas, Palo
Alto or at Stanford University.

WPA workers in San Jose did demonstrate

c.1n July 14, claiming to have closed every WPA construction project in
/~
i.")B.n

J ose.

The wPA assistant supervisor reported some picketing at the

projects, and a few partial shutdowns, but no project became completely
inactive.

Agr eeing with President Franklin D. Roosevelt's statement that

WPA worke.r. s could not strike, the Worker's Alliance leader labelled the

,,

7San Na.tea T:i.;;le;:;, July 8, 1939, p. 1; Redwood City Tribune~ July
11, 1939,p.-1; H~~IOOn Bay Review and Pescadero Pebble, July 13, 1939,
p. 1. The entire controversy of the WPA strikes in the United States was
~hrot1ded in a dispute over the number of striking workers·.
Generally
the Work1::~ r 's Alliance claimed a far greater amount of strikers than the
WPA repor

too .

. 8Redwcod. Ci.ty Tribune, July 19, 1939:. p. 1; July 20, 1939,

pp. 1 ~ 8;J-:Jly 21, 1939, p 7"T.

l:.9

stop-work demonstration a protest, not a strike.

Santa Cruz Worker's

Alliance members resolved that the new wage lat1 betrayed America's
workers, imperiled the general standard of living, made human distress a
political football, and compelled all Americans to conclude that Congress contained a collection of callous, cruel, and inhumanely-minded
people.

However, almost two weeks later those saille Alliance members

refused to take part in a work stoppage on July 20.9
·Wcrkers in Sacramento began their strike successfully with the
Worker's Alliance a.gain emerging as leaders.

At a Friday ll:ight rally

WPA worker3 lintene.d to the president of the Sacramento Worker's Alliance, W:tlli.::im

any

wo·.ck·~~r

Byrne~

explain that . pickets would be watching to see if

ri1.a.d.e !dmself .a lackey for those trying to destroy the. WPA.

BE;:bf.:1 Alonzo, a strike captaj_n, later hinted that children attP.nding the
No:::·th Sacrariitnt.0 recreat:.i.on projects might strike by refusing to co-

operate with scab j.nstructors. 10

Michael Tremaine, the Oak Park \-Jorkel."'s

Allisn.c.e representative, insisted that the workers had the right to the

fruits of their labor:
Re~H?.T.ber this workers;

• • • those men [Wall Street buccaneers
and their stooges in Congress] are as plain as you and I are. They
have ll'J r110rc rj_ght to the production of this nation than you have.
It belongs to you. Your labor, with no help from them, has produced
w·h at wn hav·e tode;y. And where are your nrofits from vour work?
They .e.re in thf..: coffers of the bankers.ll
"

~

---·------0
.

..

"'Antioch Dai.ly Ledger, July 6, 1939, p. 1; Daily Palo Alto Times~
July 7 ~ 1939-,p. l; July 21-;-1939, Ji. 2; San Jose Mercury Herald_, July
13, 1939, p& l; July 15~ 1939, p. 11; July 21~ 1~39, p. 10; Santa Cruz
~~~E:~.l., July 8, 1939, p. l; ~iuly 21, 1939, p. 1.
·
---lOs .e cramento B~e; .July 8, 1939, pp. 1, Ii; Sacramento Uni~, July
10, 1939,p7"2.-J.lss.cramento Be.:!, .July 8, 1939, p. 4.
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. Should Congress destroy WPA by not changing its regulations,
another speaker claimed, workers would be back in shacks .and shanty
heaps, thi.s ti.me called Congresstowns, not Haovervilles.12
Agitated thusly, 1,300 out of 1,600 WPA workers in Sacramento
took part in strikes on Monday) July 10.

WPA officials at the largest

single project, the state fair building program, reported only 15 percent of its workers coming to work.

Pickets outside the project refused

to allow trucks with supplies to enter the fairgrounds until the highway
patrol arrived to guard .against trouble.
workers in Sacramento returned to work.
~orkers

But the following day the

Behel Alonzo insisted the

were not giving up their protest, only following the national

Alliance program.

Later, the Alliance leader in Sacramento estimated

that about half of the WPA workers had walked off their job at noon ori
the 20th to protest.

However, they returned to work the same after-

noon.13
Strike demonstrations also occurred in the Northern California
towns of Qroville and Redding.

Though the strikes themselves did not

last long, they were serious because of the size of the communities in
which they took place and the tensions surrounding them.

When more than

twenty WPA workers left their jobs on an irr.igation ditch in Oroville on
the 5th of July, the entire project of 150 men. stopped working. · They
.,

returned to the proj ec.t tha next clay, and in various mass meetings be-

twee.n
_

~Jt~ly

5 und July 10 tl1ey tried without success to organize a co-

_ _ . . , .,,._ " _ _ _ _ • •__ _ ·n - 9 1 _ _ _

13.sc;crHmento Bee, July 10) 1939, p.
July 12, 1939··~-- p. 1; July 20, 1939, p. 1.

l; July 11~ 1939, p. l;
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hcrent strike action.

Basically, they awaited information concerning

the response of other WPA strikers in the state, and when those strikes
did not materialize the Oroville workers .resorted to a one-day st1:ike on

July 20. 14
In the.ir fight for the prevailing wage the protesters sought the

aid of local businessmen by showing that WPA employed over 600 men in

the Oroville area whose loss of pt1rchasing power, reduced by lower WPA
wages, would directly affect the store owners.

Leaders of the protesting

WPA workmen asserted that they were ready to boycott merchants who failed
to sign petitions to Congress lifting the wage cut and to patronize only
those ret2:tlers who gave support.

If the AFL and CIO called a strike,

one leader added, every WPA worker in Oroville was ready to quit his job.
But the local director of the State Relief Administration (SRA) warned
the strikers that anyone who turned down a security wage under WPA could

not get relief from the state.

Knowj_ng this consequence loomed over

any st:t:iker, directors of the Orovllle Progressive Merchants Association
unanimously

approvE~.<l

a resolution .against all petitions, explaining that

the situat:lonwas not just one of a local matter but of national consequence, and that the President and Congress had thoroughly investigated
the wage situation. 15 .

The protest .demonstrations in Oroville ended on July 20 when
., nearly 100 WPA workers left their jobs at 11:00 a.m. and paraded in their

14oroville Mercury-Register, July S, 1939, po 1; July 6, 1939,

r. 1, Julyl(f~1939-,--p7 1.

151bid., July 6, 1939, p. 6; July 13> 1939, pp. 1, 3; July 18,
1939, \).
. 1.
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cars throughout the county, carrying signs which read, "WPA 34 centshour protest;"

'We don't want charity, we want decent wages;"

1

right; people,. you are citizens and Americans--WPA."

"Think

All the workers

returned to their projects on the 2lst. 16
Events in Redding closely paralled those in Oroville with an
initial group of workers quitting work, then returning to the projects,
a series of mass meetings, and requests for help from the local businessmen.

A~proximately

300 men worked for the WPA on three projects in

Shasta County, and 160 of .them .left their work on Wednesday morning,

July 5.

Though the majority of the strikers went back to work on the

6th, in a meeting of WPA workers held on the f ollcwing Saturday night
they decided to shut down all three projects the following week.

The

strikers succeeded in their goals, for the projects did close, principally becauE:e threats were made against the WPA men who might work.

In

fact, striking reliefers intimidated scab workers by damaging their cars
or literally pulling them from the ditches.

Between 250 and 350 WPA

workers by Tuesday the 11th protested through the use of strikes. 17

The publicity conunittee for the strikers, however, denied that
any threats had been made by the official striking group.
thc~ir

Stressing that

.cl\.!rnonstration was a protest strike, not a destruction strike, all

strikers reportedly had strict orders to avoid violence and threats of
violence.•

In addition, the strikers claimed local businessmen had helped

· 1 6 ~r?..::i!le

Merr~::y-Register, July 17, 1939,

p. 1; July 20, 1939, ,..

p .. l . .

·. 17 Redding Carrier-Free Press, July 6, 1939, p. l; July 7, 1939, p.
l; July Ht 1939, P:- l; . July--10:-1939, p. l; July 12, 1939, p. 1; _._..
Colusa
..
..
.Sun-Herald~
...
July 11, 1939, p. 1 •

_____

_
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to avert violence.

WPA strikers appealed for public support through ·

solicj_tations of money, food, and clothing, and, unlike the merchants in
Oroville, Redding businessmen assisted the strikers.

Later the WPA

strike committee acknowledged that violence would have erupted had the.
mercha!lts not cooperated by feeding the families of the strikers.18

In a Saturday night meeting on the 15th the strikers voted to
return to work under protest, believing they should follow the national
But many of the returning strikers found themselves jobless for
being absent more than the allowed number of days.
fired

worl~.en

Though the toll of

numbered. more than 150, this did not stop about 100 WPA

relic-:f ers from protesting on July 20, the national day of protest called
by the Worker's Alli.a nce.

Workers in a sound truck stating the case of

the strikel.'s led the parade of men, women, and children down Redding rs
streets.

Perhaps due to the sympathetic feeling of the community towards

the strikers, almost all of the dismissed WPA workers in Redding recovered .their jobs .19
El~ewhere

in Northern California smaller cities and towns ex-

perie.nced limlted strike difficulties when WPA worlanen left their projects for e.

fE::"il

hours or, at most, a day, in public protest .against the

work-· hour. t'.hange.

Such 11.mited strike activities occurred in Rumbold t

and Yolo counties, and in the ci ti.es of Willows, Roseville, Marysville,
., Yuba Ci. ty.; Gt'G.ss Valley, and Nevada City.

But WPA worker. s in the Chico-

----.._.---~---~---

18Reddf~g Carrier..:.Frf.~e. Press, July 15, 1939, p. l; J1Jly 17, 1939,

p. 1; July 20, 1939:--?-:-r;-..1ufy··~27, 1939, p. 6.

1 9Ibi<l., July 15, 1939, p. l; July 17, 1939, p. l; July 20, 1939,
p .. 1: JnJ.y

27~

1939, p -, 6.
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Paradise area refused to join on grounds that demonstrations could not
change an act of Congress.

Instead, they decided to send resolutions of

protest to their Senators and Congressmen in Washingtoni D.C.

Humboldt

County supervisors, · also persuaded by the strikers, sent telegrams to · ·
the two California Senators urging them to amend the WPAwage law.20
Protesters in Auburn preferred the petition to the strike, and wired
this message to President Roosevelt:

We respectfully ·solicit your support to revise the recent WPA
wage and hour law, enacted by the present session of congress.
Thirty four [sic] cents per hour is below the prevailing wage in
our commun:i.ty.
It be~ng conceded that the unemployed and economic ills of our
country are caused by the lack of purchasing power of our people.
We condemn any sub-standard or security wage being paid by our
government as detrimental to the welfare of the worker as well as
hindering the efforts of our government and, private industry to
restore the purchasi~g power of the people.21
Ona-day protest demonstrations by WPA workers occurred throughout the central valley of California.

But farmers :in California, and

especially those in the agricultural valleys~ faced an irony in the
depression year of 1939:

because of the low wages they could not find

enough laborers to harvest their crops.

While fruit growers in Hollister

pai.d harvesters thirty cents an hour or five cents a bucket, many people

recei.ve.d more money on relief.

When the WPA. changed its wage scale, and

------------

.·

20Humholdt Times, July 12, 1939, p. l; July 15, 1939, p. 3;
" Humboldt :star;<lar<l, July 14, 1939, p. 10; W~~land Daily _Democrat, July
10, 1S39;f;. l; July 12, 1939, p. l; Willows Journal, .July 11, 1939, p.
l; Roseville Press, July 11, 1939, p. l; Narysville-Yuba Ci t y AppealDem::>crat, July 7, 1939, p. l; July 8, 1939, p. l; July 20, 193"9-;-p:-1;
Yuba-C{ty Independent-Fanner, Julv 7, 1939, p .. l; Grass Ve.lley and
lkvada City.. Horning Uuion, July 6.., 1939, p. 3; July 12, 1939, p. 8;
July 13, 1939 ~ p. f;--c11-ico_ Record, July 21 $ 1939 s p. 1.
21

p.

1

J. ..

Aubu_!.~ Jnurnal

und Placer County

Repuhli~_,

July 13, 1939"
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in effect lowered the hourly rate to compete with agricultural wages,
various farm organizations forced their Congressmen to retain the

n<~w

WPA wa.ge rates through the pressure of petitions. 22

While most WPA employees were . not concerned about the plight of
the farmer, preoccupied as they were with the wage scale, they still
could not unify themselves in order to demonstrate their opposition

effectively.

An attempted three-day strike in Stockton revealed that

only 727 men out of 1,777 in the county failed to show up to work on
Ju.ly lZ, . and a portion of those were normal absentees, not strikers.

Later the WPA administrator in that region dismissed ·110 men for their
strike absences.23
- The local unit of the Worker's Alliance in Modesto, not being
as strong as those in Stockton or

M~rced,

did not publicly protest.

Merced workers struck for one day primarily because they received less
money than Fresno employees for the same work • . But F'resno WPA workers

participated only in after-hours rallies where demands were made for the

prevailing wage • . Also, some clergymen (such as Rev. James G. ·Dowling,
d:ir.ector of the Associated Catholic Charities, and Rev. J.C. Coleman,

pastor of the First Unitarian Church) pledged their support for the

Apprcxirnatcly 200 to 300 WPA workers in Madera County, a few
miles north of Fresr..o, struck for one day, and preceding the July 14
...___.,._

_________

1939~,

22 sacramento Bee, July 13, 1939, p~ 4; Hollister Advance, July 7,

p.' 1; Chowchilla News, July J.3~ 1939, :' P• 1; Madera Daily TribuneJ
.July 20, 19 39-~" ..p. 3; ~~'=~-Ai1gel~~!:~:~' July 21, 19 39, p. I-3.
1939~

')3
;_'· Stockton Daily Evening
P•

T:------

R1..~~01:d,

July l3s 1939, p. 1; .July 19,
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strike a d-elegation of WPA wives appeared at the local administrator's
office to protest on behalf of their husbands.24
Further south in the San Joaquin Valley a brief walkout by WPA
workers in Shafter and a protest demonstration by 200 Bakersfield employees occurred.

Along the coast WPA laborers in San Luis Obispo

County threatened to strike, but when Area Engineer Hugh Shippey certified that they were not receiving the lm..Test hourly rates in the state
they returned to work.

Santa Maria workers participated in an after-

work demonstration v.arade on July 19.25
Despite the fact that WPA workers in Ventura and Santa Paula
voted to strike for one day, Santa Barbara .reliefers hesitated, seeming
susplcious of the Worker's Alliance. · On Friday, July 7, a group of WPA
workers gathered to discuss the options available to them, being cautioned to

g~..t&rd

against violence and dissension within their own ranks.

John W• . s. Hodgdon, emerging as the leader of the assembled workers,
urged the tr.en not to strike, but advised them to acquaint the taxpayer

with the WPA employees' real economlc condition: and, if need
threaten a change 1.n political party affiliation.
lead the men in whatever di.rection they chose.

b~,

to

Yet Hodgdon agreed to

Thus · the group organized

the.mselVE!G to wot'k :f.ndependently of the Worker's Alliance or any other

"h
.-..-.:1:-kide~..!:2_.}j.~,

"

.:ruly 20, .1939, p. 9; Merced Sun-Star, July 6,

1939~

p. 1: JP..Ly 15, 1939, p. 1; Stockton_Dail~ Evening Recor.cl, July 8,
1939, pft 1; F'reuno~~:.1.. July 8, 1939, p. B-1; .July 9, 1939, p. 4; July
13, 1939, p. :12; Macera Daily Tribune, July.11, 1939, p. 6; July lll,
19 3 9 ' p. 2 •
- - - •.
---

-25B akers field California:.i, July 7, 1939, p. 6; July 20, 1939,
p. l; .sanLtd~s_:->b.[SP"o Tele:.r,ram-Tribune, July 6, 1939, p. l; Santa
~-C!!_!0~ws--~~~~ .Tuly J 8, 1939, p. 2.
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l&bor union.

Later, in attempt1:ng , to solve their own problems, com-

mittees were formed within the organization to solicit food, find jobs,
ancl rectify grievances.26
But the workers in Ventura resented the wait-and-see at~ titude

of their neighbors to the north, ·and in a meeting on July 14 decided on

a peaceful one-day strike for the following Thursday, July 20.

At a

meeting earlier in the week, the Ventura workers ridiculed their colleagues in Santa Barbara and one man attacked the organization headed by

John Hodgdon as a vigilante outfit for thwarting WPA protests.

But the

Ventura group that voted for a strike was itself a minority of WPA
Out of more than 300 WPA workers in Ventura County, of which

·workers.

approximately 90 per.cent were classed as unskilled workers who already
worked 120 hours a. month; only 55 voted to strike.
60 or so workers attended the meeting a

cl~ar

However, since only

majority wanted a strike.

Though the Oxnarrl ";t1PA workers refused to joj_n the strike, reportedly half

the workers :l"'.1 Ventura County left their jobs at noon and paraded j_n

their c.ars for most . of the afternoon on July 20. 27
The farther south in CaJ.ifornia that strikes took place the less

newspaper
E:~ t:tik~E=

in

ceiv1.::rr:ig~~
~; out hern

they received, possibly because there were

Cal iforn:i.a ~

fe~·Ter

Som2 sporadic strikes uere attempted by

the. 19,000 WPA workers in Los Angeles County, but generally the strikes

26s.:Jnta Barbara News-Press, July 8, 1939, pp. 1, 2; July 18, 1939,
')

p" . . . .

Chronicle, July 21, 1939~ p. 2; Ventura County Star-·
1939, pp. 1, 2; July 14, 1939, : p:'l;""July 19; . 193'9-;P• l; · Santa · Barbara · N~ws-Press, ·July 21, 1939, p •

.._.._.__

·----
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or pr,o tests la.eked substance.

.Perhaps the local Southern California

rule for dismissing a worker after three clays absence, not the five-day
national regulation, averted major strikes. . In any event, most WPA
workers stayed on the job.

Brief walkouts in Long Beach, .Santa Monica,

Venice, and Chavez Canyon occurred, and the sheriff's office in Newhall
received threats of violence against workers who did not join fellow WPA

reliefers in a strike.
r~.fusals

Rumors existed of work slow-downs or outright

to work, but Herbert C.

~~gg,

Southern California WPA director,

praised his workers for their steadfast work amid the false reports.28

T!le greatest strike action in the Los Angeles area happened on
the Wor.kt:r 's Alliance-sponsored na t1onal day of prote~t, July 20.

On

that day,, WPA 1:epor. ted that 2, 000 out of its 30, 000 workers in the ten
co~nties

rJ:E the distr:!.c t had walked off their jobs for the day.

On the

·whittier. Gtorra drain project, the le.rgest job completely closed by that
apprc~)::Lmately

strike,

.

cities

afft~cted

.

.

.

.

M;~nhri.tte.n

· l·TEA workers to
are~t

Other

by the one·-day strike on the 20th included Hawthorne,
.. .

Long Eeach,

800 men quit work at noon instead of 2 p.m.
. .

Beach, and Redondo. 29
thE:~

wet·e divided in thcdr.

east of Los Angeles in the San Bernardino
re~ction

to . the new wage law • . A group cf San

Bernardino men on ,luly 11 voted to · oppose any strtke, while. on .July 20
...

--~·-

·-·""""· -----•., f:'

,

1

'Snn Diego Union and Da:tly Bee, .July 21, 1939, p. 2; Pasadena
.!:?s.t, July · 21, 19:i9, p. 5; :£:.°?!J._Angel~s_Ti~, July 21, 1939,
I-3....

p.

2~; Sa.nta BRrbara News-:'!r.e~s, Jttly 9, .1939,

.p.• 2.; ·1.ong ·Beach ·press- ,

Telcgrmi1.;-July--3,-T939:--p:· B-3; ·ve1)ico ·Evening Vanguard~ JtJ.ly 12, 1939;
p.-·~i.· ;-j~o~~-1 Ang~JP.8:_ Times, · July io·~-·1939,
A; · Jufy .l-1~ -1939, p • 3;
p,:.and.cna ·Post\ .July 8, 1939! p. 5; July ll~, 1939, . p. 1; Pasadena Star~!~i~~;-:EiTy-iO . 19:39, p. 6; · Bake,E;~field · californi~; . July-8; 1.939, p. 2.

·P:-

..c;9
. ..

the Mill Creek flood control ·project in Redla.nds closed at noon becau.se
of striking workers.
OVE;"!:'

In a unique situatj.on in Hemet, controversy arose

the right of the Worker's Alliance to use school buildings for

meeting purposes.

The Alliance had used the San Jacinto High School

Auditorium, but found it too small for their purposes.
quest~1

When they re-

to use other school buildings the board cf education turned down

their request on grounds that the Alliance had, according to a member of
the · boa::d, Ccmmunis tic leanings which subverted ...A.merican ins ti tut ions ..
Ummver~

the Worker's Alliance, after . consulting with A. L. Wirin. of the.

Amet'tcan Civil Libe.rties Union, threatened to file a lawsuit :ln federal

court ·to compel the use of the school buildings.30 ·
Apparently 'E'PA workers in Orange County put little fai.th in

strike a.ct.i on, for no walkouts . took place.

However, in the San Diego

area Assemblyman Paul Richie told a group of WPA relief ers to exercise.
their own judgmen.l in using a strike as an effective means of protest.
H.a claimE!~ tP.~t r.e .3.ctior~ar-~es, : . wer.e:
t :!.'Yj·!lS
_to pretend that WPA was a
..
·• . .
,

.

temporary .figency,,

He also

predi\.~tr-.d

L'lf;aus · or distributlon would be in

the time when resources · and the

the hands

of

all the people.

...J.Il

rcspi..>n.fie the group voted to strike~ but less than 200 out of a total of

.3,'100 WPA workers in San Diego County complied.

This prompted the

Worker's Alliance president .in . the . area . to charge . th&t ~Tl'A supervisors
•I

threatened and intimidated Alliance~ .J11E':znber s b(~fore the etr lk<:! date. 31

., 1
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Possibly the WPA workers were intimidated, not only in San
Diego, but throughout California.

The fact was that workers could jeop-

ardize their government-sponsored employment if they chose to protest
too long.,
maino~d

The overwhelmin'g majority of WPA workers in California re-

on their jobs.

Yet the extensiveness of the sporadic strikes is

significant, for some workers

thr~ughout

the state., regardless of the

consequences, elected to demonstrate their dissatisfaction with the new

hours regulation.
All workers j_n California, WPA reliefers and others, lacked the

st:::ong bonds of organized labor that were present in the East.
strong

tu~ion

bondc

-;vhic~

The

prompted Eastern WPA workers to dedicate them-

selves to change Congress' · c.ction, the sense cf unified commitment by
al!.. Wf'A workers in the country, ·. &vapo:-atcd

whe~

the American publ:f.c

r ej ec tecl the strike.rs' demands •

urging the. \.rPA workers to strike and failing to suggest any peaceful
solution to the wage controversy. The newspaper also . added that dividi.ng
the wealth evenly among all Americans would not solve economic problems.
Editorials HDon 1 t Let 'Em Fool You," San Diego Union and Daily Bee,
July 13, 19 3 9 ~ p. B-2.
---

Chapter 4
THE NEWSP.A..PERS SPEAK

For over four years various polls had tested American opinion on
unt.~mployment

relief, methods of aiding the poor., and, in

particular~

the

Works Projects Aili11inistra tion (WPA.) •

Iu a 1936 Fortune mag<3;zine poll~ over 30 percent believed the
unemployed had been extravagantly treated.
.

Americans, ·in several polls
.

)

.

.

between 1936 and 1939, insisted that recipients of government aid should

work for their assistance, rather than receive a direct cash payment or
dole.

Over 70 percent favored the creation of jobs by the government j_n

the 1936 Fortune magazine survey, and George Gallup in May, 1939, found
89 percent supporting work relief for four main reasons:

a dole meant

the relief ers gained something for nothing; work relief encouraged selfrespect; the taxpayers received some return on their money; and work
rel:i.ef discouraged laziness.

Asked what solution would best help those

al1le-·bodied people who could never fina jobs, over half of the respon-

dents Jn a 1938 Fortun~ survey believed government-made jobs, like WPA,

·wa.s the. answer.

Yet the public realized work relief ha<l problems, for in

a 1939 Gell.up Poll 53 percent th.ought politics affected relief, and ove.r.
•I

60 percent favored returning relief administration to the state level
fror.1 the f edcral government •1

.. ·.

1 "The Fer tune Quarterly S~.r;.~·1::~y: VI," For tur~e, October, 1936,
pp. 210, 215; "The Fo~tun!;_ Quarteriy ~;1i):vey: XI,ll Fortune, January,
1933, pp. 83, 84; New York Times, April 19; 1939,
26, 1939,
p. 8 ..

p·:-z-;May
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Questions concerning WPA elicited generally favorable responses.
In 1936 almost 55 percent of those polled felt the WPA performed useful
work in the community.

The WPA was the greatest accomplishment of the

New Deal, accordi.ng to 28 percent of a Gallup Poll.

But polls between

1937 and 1939 on the public's reaction toward strikes in the WPA found
one overwhelming attitude:
to strike.

WPA work reliefers had no reason whatsoever

While cities with over a million people were more tolerant

of the Rtrikers, 70.l percent in 1937 responded negati_vely to WPA workers leaving their jobs in disputes for better pay.2 .
When the Gallup Poll asked about the specific WPA strike in
.July, 1939, 71 percent approved the new .130 hour wage plan, and 74 percent agreed with the Administration that strikers should be fired after
fi.ve days away from their jobs.

Those polled desired WPA work to be

sufficiently hard that relief work would not be attractive.

In addition,

since the respondents believed that the new regulation to work 130 hours
a month was not too severe, the WPA worker should be willing to labor any
reasonable amount of hours and be than1'Jul for the job.

The 1939 polls

also ref erred to the fact that when WPA began in 1935 over half of the
people opposed paying prevailing union wages to WPA workers.3
Accustomed to sporadlc WPA str:i.kes previ.ous to the 1939 events,
A~nericllns

~'

grew intolerant of strikes by governmental beneficiaries.

·----·---·--')

York Tl.mes, June 4, 1939, p. 27; rrThe For tune Quarterly
VI,"Fnrtune, October, 1936, p. 210; "The !'o~tune Quarterly
X, 0 .Fort~, October, 1937, pp. 159, 160.

'~New

Su·fvo?.y:
Survey:
~

~',l\ew

York 'l'imes, July 19, 1939, p. 4; July 27 ~ 19 .39, p. 4;
August ' 6,~>]939, p., 20.
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Thus ·when the national WPA strikes b_egan in July, 1939, n·e wspaper

editors proclaimed that the American people would not support the strik·,,

ers.4

As the Turlock Daily Journal put it,

The taxpaying public feels that relief clients have no right to
squeeze from the government-.;...which means from the. taxpayers--any
more in the way of relief benefits than can be afforded. The public
• • • resents this kind of "pressure". • • • 5
Some newspapers realized that the WPA otrikes were a national

issue.

Ultimately, public

opi~ion

would decide the outcome, for in a

democracy the majorityts will .prevails over any minority.6
Yet

accord~ng

to many California

newspape~s

Prenident F'ranklin D. Roosevelt's own making.

the strikes were of

The Administration created

WPA for the purpose of giving relief 5 but the workers -refused to continue
on their charity jobs. 7
El!E~

The Daily Palo Alto Ti~ and Redwood City Tr:i.-

printE;d an editorial that accused the Pres:i.dent of generating fac-

tional ranco-r by encouraging the labor movement and protecting their

ribht · to strike.

WPA workers assumed that striking was also their right,

--------------4Edi.torinl, "Editorials on the Day's News," Chico Record, July
13, 1939, p. l; Editorial, "Pinching Themselves," Redlands Daily Facts,
July 17, 1939, p. 6.

5Editorial, "Sample," Turlock Daily Joun1al, July 13, 1939, p.

4.
6Editorial', ·"There is No Rea.son Why Controversies Should 'Visit'
Eerc,'' ~-anta Barhara News Press, July 8, 1939, p. liq Editorial, "Whither
Labor'!n San Diego Sun, July 11, 1939, p. 10; Editorial, '"~~alvage' or.,,
'TakP.over?
t" Wall Street Jour~1~.!_, Pacific Coast Edition, · July 13, 1939,
,,
p. ,(..•
7\,,..,

July

1.3~ ·

. F..
.

~3klrvin, . us ea Scribblings, u ;·Newpor't Ball1oa News-Times,

1939i. p. 2; Charles J,. Lilley, uSacrClmento, 11

July 19 ~ 1939., p. 2 ~ .

Sacrament1.~nion,

so that President Roosevelt "is .reaping where he previously has sowed. 118
But many more newspapers detailed weaknesses of the WPA which
· had directly led to the strikes.

For the WPA str:tkes in 1939 had forced

the American taxpayers to take a :i;etrospective survey of WPA 's purpose

and its contribution to society.

A considerable numbt:r of newspapers

and their readers did not like the image given of the WPA employee.
Whether that worker be lazy, indifferent, or unappreciative, the press
distrusted a bureaucratic institution which could produce such an

employee.

Thus some reactionary newspapers had an opportunity to lead

the attack against the WPA and agitate for its abolition.9
Various ne·;.rspapers indicated the philosophy which · had given birth
to the WPA.

The federal government j_nitially established WPA as an

emergency, stop-gap measure to aid the unemployed until they could fiud
.~ .

joh :ln the private sector.

When the Administration attempted to com-

bine. relief and recovery and administered the law neither as ordinary

nor as ordinary · employment, \..TA became a self-perpetuating system

n~li.~f

of

l~elief

which competed with private enterprise in the labor mar.ket.

'I"his r.ompetttion arose, a writer to the Woodland Daily Democrat con~~--~~-~

~

tended, because WPA workers mistakenly received prevailing wages.

Colum-

niBt R. C. Holl.es, defining a prevailing wage as a wege established by

·-·- •I

.,_

-·----

8 Edi.torial, "Reaping and Sowing," Daily Palo Alto Times, July 18,
p. l•; Editorial, "Roosevelt Reaps," Redwood City Tribune, July 18,

1939 !.
1939, p. 4'

9 Editorial, 1tstrikes That Hay Destroy the WPA," San Diego Sun,
July 12, 1939: : p. 12; Eciitorial, "President Green Would Do Well to Re-·
cons:ider," Sa.cr<:l.mento Bee, July 14, 1939, p. 22; Editorial, "Let the
vlPA Alone, •f\.J"fil0ws Journal, July 17, 1939, p. 2.
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coercion or intimidation, asserted that paying prevailing wages to relief workers actually retarded recovery.
Uni.on

In addition, the

stated that if a government takes emergency measures

~an

Diego

to aid workers

when private employment lags, then the_ extent to which private employment is abandoned should be the precise extent to which private wage
standards are relinquished.IO
The skilled WPA worker, accustomed to the privilege of being paid

more money for less work than the unskilled, failed to realize \:TPA hired
him not because of his skill but accordi.ng to his need,

HPA as far as

their workers w~re concerned became a substitute PWA. 11
National columnist Dr. Lewis Haney, professor of economics at
New York University, claimed four · different philosophical ideas combined
to make the WPA strike · a peculiar one.

The i.deas of need, employment,

politics, o.nd collectivism . showed the evils of mixing employment and relief ..

The WPA crune to represent "all that is half-baked and insincere

in the new deal [sic]."12

lOEditorial, "Which Standard is Ours?" San Diego Union and Daily
Bee, July 8, 1939, p. B-2; R. C. Hailes, "Sharing the Comforts of Life,"
Santa Ana Register, July 8, 1939, p, 12; Letter to the editor, Woodland
Da.ily Democrat, ..luly 9, 1939, p. 8; Editorial, "Can't Let Go," Redlands
.P aiiy Fa~ts, July 13, 19 39, p. 6; Edi toria.l, "The Trouble," San Jose
Mercury Herald, July 15, 1939, p. 12; Editorial, ''Why Confuse Relief With
~"r~va.iling Wages?" Pasadena Star-News, July 18t 1939, p. 4; Editorial,
"On Meeting Emergencies, 11 Richmond Daily Independent, July 21, 1939, p. 4"
•

,,

•1

•

_ . . . . , , ·- - - - - - - - -' ' - - - - -

· llEditorial, "Untvise and Dangerous," San Diego Sun, July 10, 1939,
p ,, 8; .Paul Mallon, "News Behind the News, 11 Bake1:-sf ield Californian, July
14,. 1939, p. 18; Mark Sullivan; "WPA Worke:r Thre;it Over," Washingto~
:?os~-' July 18, 1939, p. 9.
12Dr. Lewis Haney, "~,..,TPA Strj_ke Has Ur.iique Features, 11 San Francisco
£all-Bull~tin, July 13, 1939, p. 27.
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Numerous newspapers editorialized the belj_ef that· failing to

del:l.neate succinct:ly the purpose of the WPA produced a class of workers
who lacked the initiative to seek other jobs.

By paying prevailing

wages, the iJPA in essence furnished such soft jobs with which private

eruployrlent could not compete.

Mrs. Erle Shorey told the Oakland Tribune

that many 'WTA men in her neighborhood had never attempted to find another
job, for WPA had demoralized. the worker.

Perhaps the change of working

hours, the Humboldt Times suggested, would provide WPA workers more incentive. to find private employrnent. 13
Pursuing the alleged lack of initiative and incentive one step
further, newspapers asserted that WPA came to be looked upon by many
protest:!.ng WPA e.mployees as a career.

Workers had forgotten the e.."llergency

basis for WPA's existence and had ·grown satisfied with their lot.

striking, they

ann~unced

that they were not only

lief, but that they considered WPA a career.

a

In

favored class on re-

The Calexico Chronicle

lgbelled those men chislers, those who would rather stay in a comfortable
\

WPA job than seek regular employment.

Another newspaper cautioned the

striking workers to govern themselves sensibly because they had no vested
right to their jobs •14 ·

-·13 Edi to rial, "The WPA Strikes," Los Angeles Times, July 7, 19 39,
p. II ..·4; Letter to the editor~ Oakland. Tribune, July7-:-1939, p. 40;
Editori.al, '"t'7PA Working Hours,"Ilumboldt Times, July 7, 1939, p. 4; Dr •
., Lewis Haney, "WPA Mixes Jobs With Politics, 11 San Francis co Call-Bulletin,
July 14, 1939, p. 19; Editorial, "The w"PA Strike (or Kicking Over the
Pork Brtrrel) , " . Rio Vis ta River News, August: ·10, 1939, p. 4.
··

1 4 Editorial~ "Th0 Wrong Attitude," San Diego Union and Daily Bee,
July 6, 1939, p. B-2; EcB.torial, "Which Standard is Ours?" Ibid., July
8, 1939 ~ p. H~2; Editorial, "S tri.ke," Orange Daily News, July 7, 1939,
p~ 4; Ed:i.to;::iaJ ~ "l\merica--1939 A.D.," Sacramento Union, July 8, 1939,
---·~~~~~~-
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The federal government must continue providing relief, the El
Centro

~orni:!tJ.?

Post stated, yet

[t]here i s no reason why the federal government should maintain
persons on relief in the same comparative state of existence with
all the conveniences and luxuries they had before go1.ng on relief.
Relief should be made as unattractive to the client as it is to
t,e
h taxpayer •• . •• 15
To one reader of the Oakland Trj_bune it appeared that the striking WPA worker did not appreciate the job he hed been given.

Other

editorials and letters with similar feelings emerged during the ,strikes.

In Yolo County a reader found it hard to understand how work reliefers,
given government-created jobs as a means of support, could not be thankful and remain on. the job • . If

~e-~

and women honestly desired to earn a

living, said an editorial in Willows, they would not dictate their wage.
A letter to the

S~mento

Bee complained how little WP.A workers appre-

ciuted their good fortune, and suggested that taxpayers--the ones who
assumed the financial burden and responsibility of th2 WPA--go on strike
to protest this unappreciative spirit of the WPA workers. 16

p. 4; Edltorial, ''Strikes on WPA Jobs are Without Justification,"
Sa~ramento Bee, July 12, 1939, p. 24; Editorial, "Work or Else • . • • ,"
Catexico Chronicle, July 14, 1939, p. 2; Editorial, "Sober Second

Thoughts Show Futility and Challenges in WPA Strike," Oakland Tribune,
July } l~, 1939, p. 40; Editorial, "The WPA Problem," Santa Cruz Sentinel,
July ·14, 1939, p. 2; Editorial, "The WPA 'Strikes,'" Half Moon Bay Re=vJew and Pescader...o Pebble, July 27, 1939, p. 6.

l5Editor:tal, "Changing the Purpose of WPA Projec:ts," El Centro
,, Morning
.... ..... Post,
,.,,._._ July 14, 1939, p. 6.

_

~

___

161.etter to the editor, Oakland Tribune, July 14, 1939, p. 40;

Lettt:r to the ed1tor, Woodland Daily Democrat, July 1"4, 1939, p. 8;
Editorial, •:Let the WPA Alone, 11 Willows .Journal, July 17 1 1939, p. 2;
Letter to t he editor, Sacramento Bee, July.19, 1939, p. 24.
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A concerned citizen asked the Modesto Bee when WPA workers would
get. up the nerve to demand bicycles for transportation.

Another sug-

gested that if the WPA worker actually felt abused he should read John
Steinbeck's Grapes of Wrath, then thank God for WPA.

But another

reader, in writing to the San Diego Sun, resented such newspaper portraits of WPA workers.

The record proved, he insisted, that WPA men

we:-e not the murderers, thieves, and sluggards depicted,, but in reality
were courageous individuals protesting intolerable working conditions. 17
One alternative remained for those WPA strikers who did not like

the new wage and hours rules:

they could take them or leave them, for

the r:lght to quit work, whether in private or public employment, continued

unchallenged.

WPA did not compel the worker to accept the aid against

his will, and if . skj.lled. workers were not willing to put in the addi-

tional hours per month, many unskilled l;iborers waited to take their
places.

Thus, the Morning Post of El Centro advised WPA workers to find

a real job if unsatisfied with WPA.

But if they remained on the govern-

ment pa.yroll, they should be satisfied with the salary.18
However, newspapers suggested that the realization of the great
f :tnancial cost of the WPA endangere.d the work relief plan.
E'~.Y-

Evenin.g

Rec~~_q_

The Stockton

warned that when the public's compassion toward WPA

17Lctter to the editor, San Francisco News, July 17, 1939, p. 14;
Letter to the editor, Modesto B;e, July 21, 1939, p. 18; Letter to the
editor, Sa.n. Die8o S1-:_~, .July 24, 1939, p. 8.
18Edit6riaL. "Off the Street," Mountain Vie.w Register-Leader, July
10; 1939, p. 1; Editorial, "Congress Sess a New Kinde£ Lobbying,"-El
Centro Horning Past, July 11, 1939, p. '*; Editorial, "Editorials on the
---rr-;-·- - Day' ~ News, Chico Record, July 13, 1939, p. 1; Editorial, ''Hore Jobs
for Unsktlled7r-san DiegD" Sun, July 15, 1939, p. 8; Edj_tor:tal, ".Another
?urge 'i'hreat~ n San Diego Union and Daily Bee, July 17, 1939, p. B-2.
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strikers had reached its limit, the strain might cause abandonment of the
ent5.re WPA program.

For WPA, labelled as mismanaged and inefficient in

carrying out the mandates of Congress, became an exampl.e of the federal
government's inept attempt to . control the economic fate of the American
citizei1 through a planned economy .19

Also, WPA stood accused of paving the way for chiseling and
making the average man's pocketbook its fi.rst victim.
San Diego Sun reminded the

pe~ple

A letter to the

that the federal · government could not

remain an inexhaustible Santa Claus or gravy train.

Other newspapers

maintained tha_t local governments' ideas to. spend today and forget tomt:>rrow was at an end because the federal government forced the sponsoring

states and cit1.es to assume at least 25 percent of the cost of a project.
If

~he

strik.ing \\lPA workers demanded too much, one newspaper claimed, it

would only take fifteen minutes for any city or county to eliminate WPA
oy simply refusing to sponsor any projects.20

19Edi.torial, "WPA Strikes Different," Oxna.rd Daily Courier, July
11:. 1939, p. 2; Dr. Lewis Haney, "WPA Strike Bullish Mart Factor," San
Fr:lncisco Ca.11-Bullet:i.n, July 11, 1939, p. 17; Editorial, "Samplej"
T·u.!.:'!.\: cl:_)?.E.!YTournal, July 13, 1939, p. 4; Editorial, "Mr. Roosevelt
Condemns WPA Strike," Stock ton Daily Evenin_g Record) July 15, .1939, p.
20; Editorial, "Golden Rule Might Solve Some of Our Troubles," Oakdale
Leader: July 13, 1939, p. 4; Editorial, "The Obligation Involved is
Cl~~ar :·11 MaryE:villc-Yuba City Appeal-Democrat, .July 17, 1939, p .. 8;
F.d i torial, usummary of the Week's News, 11 Hollister Evening Free Lance,
.,
'\ p • l.}.
--,1uly
,].,
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- Editorial, "Mo1·e Pay for WPA," Vallejo Evening News, July 7,
1939, p. 8; Editorial, "Going Backward," San Di.ego Union anl Daily Bee,
Ju!.y 11, 1.9 39 •. p. · B-2; Edj_torial, "More p-;;y~forWP A," Enc:!.ni tas Coast
Dispatch. :1nd the Progress, July 13, 1939, p. 4; Editorial, "Can't Let
rJo-;•r·rf;dJ. ;m~f8·1STiyi7aw·, July 13 s 19 39, p·. 6; Letter to the editor,
San n:C;g,;- Sun, July 13' 1939' p. 14; 11 The Situation in Washington, II
hiVe-rs:fdena-ily Press, July 15, 1939, p ~ 14; Editorial, "The WPA Strike," ·
Fuilertcn Daily News Tribune~, Ju1y 15, 1939 ~ p. 8; Editorial, "If Rf~licf
"strikcrs-Gef".ny With It," El Centro Morning Post, July 18, 1939, p. 4.
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Ironically, when WPA employees remained off the job during dis-

putes, the taxpayers benefitted and the strikers suffered.
printed editorial, "Upside Down Strike," noted that unlike

A widely-

a

strike in

private industry which reduced profit, the government did not lose
money, but actually saved it when no projects were constructed.

Other

newspapers ndmitted that the WPA performed some useful work, but suggested the fiscal economy of closing projects might override the primary
objective of WPA.21
A riost severe assault on W-t>A equated it with the Democratic
Party machine.

The Oakland Tribune insisted that few worse

~·rimes

existed than taking funds voted for the relief of the unemployed and
using them to pay political obligations or influence political expression..

Strik1:ng WPA workers knew that as a bloc they posed an electoral

threat, and they did not intend to surrender any of their political
power.

Yet columnist Ray Tucker quoted James Farley, a confidant of .

President Roosevelt, as f?aying WPA was a political l:i.ab1.1ity rather than
a.n asset in the 1938 elections.
that

~he

A citizen told the San Francisco News

Democratic Party would be kept busy mending fences before the

1940 elf.c tions because of the WPA strikes. 22
--~-·'-·---~~

.

"-.J·Editorial, "One Unjustified Strike," Wall Street Journal,
Pacific Coast Edition, July 10, 1939, p. 2; Editorial, 'rPresi'dent 's
Strike Vj.e·ws Resemble Coolidge Words," Humboldt Times, July 16, 1939, p.
'•. The following newspapers printed the smiie:-editorial entitled "Upside
· Down Strike": Cambria Cambrian, July 20, 19 39, p. 4; Bieber Big Valley
Ca::!ette, July 20, 1939, p. 5; Newport ·Balhoa ·News-Times, Julv20, 1939, .
p-:·~--z-;-nyr o x~ "rfmes, July 21, 1939, p • . 4; Is.leton Delta NGwa, July 21, 1.939,
p~ 5; Roseville Press, July 21, 1939, p. 2; GridleYHeraTcT, July 25,
1~39 11 11 :~· ?; Santa C_.lara News, July 28, 1939, p. 2.
.. .. .
'22 Edi tcr-inl, "Overheard in One State," Oaklancl Tribune, July 11,
.

1939, p. ·30; ~~ ditorial, "Golden Rule Mi.ght Solve -Someo{aur·-Troubles,"
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Solutions were offered to control the political evils of WPA.

A

reader of the San Francisco Chronicle urged Congress to pass a law eliminating the professional politician from the WPA psyroll.

Columnist

William Allen White claimed that hiring qualified executives and publishing the salaries of WPA administrators would help to reform the WPA. 23
While much editorial. comment spoke negutively about WPA 5 several
ne~·1spapers

praised President Roosevelt and Congress for their position

on the new WPA wage and hours plan, and urged them to stand firm against
the strikers.

The Long Beach Press-Telegram thought this . display of

firmness derived not from a lack of sympathy for the -WPA workers, but
from a possible new Administration policy in settling labor disputes.
The J.. os Angeles Times believed that President Roosevelt's previous sup-

port of the Wagner Act, guaranteeing the right of unions to organize and
strike, placed him in a weakened position · in dealing with the present
WPA situation.

Yt:t because FDR had stated, "Y.ou cannot strike against

the Government," the majority of newspaper editorials contended the

people were behind him.

Evidently the President had learned the benefits

of standing f ir.m from the past when years earlier governor Calvin
Coolidge thrilled the

AraE:~rJcan

people by telling striking Boston police,

-~---------

_QaJ~:iale

Leader, July 13, 1939, p. l+; Letter to the editor, San Francisco
News, .July 15, 19 39, p. 14; Edi tori al, uReli ef Poli tics," Santa Cruz
Se7rt:inel, July 16, 1939, p. 2; Ray Tucker, "Echoes of _the WPA Strike,"
, B2E.clulu Adverti~.!1:.E_, July 20, 1939, p. 22.

23WilliRm Allen White, "WPA Salaries~" Woodla~d Daily Democrat:
July 15~ 1939, p. 8; Editorial, r'Hit and Miss, 11 02kland Tribune, July
18s 1.939, p. 28; Letter to the editor, San Frar.cISco Chronicle, July
18t 1~: 39, p. 10; Letter to the editor, Fre'Sno Bee, July 2.1, 1939, p.

B-8.

--~
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HThere can be no strike against the public safety anywhere at any
time. 1124
The WPA strikes would fail if the Administration and Congress
\

did not retreat from their position.

A compromise in the face of such

coercion portended enormous consequences not only by reducing President
Roosevelt's authority, but also by jeopardizing the stability of the
gove.rnment.

Striking WPA workers, motivated by selfish desires, claimed

the Oakland Tribune, were threatening and intimidating the government to
abdicate its power to legislate for all the people.
its

p~litical

If Congress admitted

fear of WPA str.ikers and acceded to their demands, then

other pressure groups' attempts to impose their rule on the government

2'~Editorial, "WPA Striket·s Warned, II Long nea~h Press-Telegram,

July 7, 1939, p. A-8; Editorial, "130 Hours a Month, 11 San Francisco NewE,
July 7, 1939, p .. 20; Editorial, ''WPA Strikes," Stockton Daily Record,
July 8, 1939, p. 20; Editorial, "The Strikers Strike Out," Los Angeies
Times, July 12, 1939, p. II-4; Editorial, "A Heartening Attitude,"
Ibi~, July 15, 1939, p. II-4; Letter to the editor, Modesto Ree, July
14, 1939, p. 18; Editorial,. "WPA Rioting Background Involves Strike
Right," Pasadena Star-News, July 17, 1939, p. 4; Editorial, "Coolidge
Words Apply," Oa~kland Tribune, July 17, 1939, p. 32; Editorial, "President Roosevelt Takes a Firm Stand," Oakdale Leader, July 20, 1939, p. 4.

~·

25Editorial, "The WPA Act," San Jose Mercury Herald, July 10,
1939, p. 12; Editorial, "Going Backward," San Diego Union and Daily B~:
,iuly 11, 1939, p. B-2; Editorial, "Another Purge Threat,." Ibid., July
lT~ 1939, p. B-2; Letter to thA editor, Oakland Tribune, July 12, 1939,
· p. 28; Editorial, "Congress Should Show as Much Starch~'' Stockton Daily
E~~~ Record, July 13, 1939, p .. 20; Editorial, "Coolidge's Words
.Apply, 11 !:.'2E~[_lleacl; Prcs~~--!el.c:,gra.m, July 16, 19 39, p. A-8; Edi to rial,
nAuned . Insurrections, 11 Los ·Angeles Times, July 17, 1939, pa II-4;
EditoriH_J~ "Strlke Fails-;-" Orange DailyNews, July 18, 1939, p. 4.
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Ktr:uerous newspapers not only classified WPA strikers as law-

breakers, but asserted the strikes were tantamount to rebellion and
revolution.

Columnist William Bruckart questioned the necessity of a

union established to pe!petuat.e government charity which was trying to

dictate to Congress the terms upon which the workers would receive
rr~lief.

This mass demand by Wl'A strikers posed a grave test--whether

government ran relief or relief ran goven1ment.26

Hugh Van Arsdale, a

spokesman for the Electrical Workers Brotherhood of New York, threatened
war against the nation, according to the Sacramento Union, when he urged, _
'

·

.

"If Congress [sic] deserts the building trade unions, I suggest we
strike every government job in the country and not let a wheel rnove on
a·ny job in which

th~

government has an interest. • • • 27

Eip.H1tirig a strike against government rulings as insurrection,

___

the ..Chico·..,···-----Rec6rd declared that inducing Congress to change the rules was

much

dJffer~nt

from revolting against the rules after they were made.

Other newspapers rebuked the proposal that the State Relief Commission
provide

reJ~icf

for the strikers, in effect having one branch of govern-

ment pay for a revolution against the government as a whole.28

-------·-26Edf.torial, "One Unjustified Strike," Wall Street Journal,
Pacific Coast Edition, July 10, 1939, p. 2; Editorial, uwho's Running
ltfnom," Sac.ramento Union, Julv 12, 1939, p. 4; Editorial, "The President
and the l·JPA Strike, 11 Oxnard Daily Courier, July 14, 1939, p. 2; William
Rrucka::·t,. 11 Bruckart 's Washing ton Digest," Bridgeport ChroniclP.-Union,
July 27, 1939, p. 2.
---

,
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"Some Strange Words," -Sacramento Hnion, July 15,
.·27Editoria.l,
4
.
•, ·.·•·.
..
.
9 .;~1, p. · •
~(

.

..

- ~ ·.

28 Editorial, "Editorials on the Day's News," Chico Record, July
17, 1939, p .. l; Editorial, "Strikers' Relief," Dally Palo Alto Times,
July 17, 1939, P• 4; Editorial, "Strikers' Relief," Redwood City Tribune,
:inly 17, 1939·, p. 4.
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An E':d:i.torJ.i?.l er.titled, "Mutiny on the Bounty," its authorship

a t tributed by the I:Jealdsburg Sotoyome Scimitar to Clem Whitaker, 29
..

appl~ared

in ·eight different newspapers.

Written as a metaphor of a

ship called the Federal Bounty, the "biggest liner ever floated on the ·

industrial high seas • • • • ,"its crew became mutineers when they struck
against a most generous captain, Uncle Sam.

The editorial went on to

state:
Other ships have foundered ln the stormy ~leather of late years.
Buffeted vessels of private industry have gone down here and there,
and th~ir anxious crews .have struggled gamely to get. new jobs-berths of any sort, on any ship. But the WPA ship was equipped with
eve.ry device the government could provide. So huge, it had a crew of
millions, its pay list guaranteed by the crews and owners of the
industrial ships of Commerce, Industry, and Agriculture--who chippe.d
j_n their taxes to maintain the gigantic craft • • • But the WPA
workers struck against the government that built their vessel,
against the law; and against the real owners of the good ship Federal
Bounty, [sic] the American people. And the Captain, at this writing,
has sternly ordered those mutineers to report for duty, or to go
ashore and look for something else, while he puts the Bounty [sic]
out of service. Before it is too late, those crewmen might ponder
the old maxim, "Beware the wrath of a patient man! n30

2 9clem Whitaker along with his wife Leone ·naxter are called the
parents of the nt~W professionals of politics by Theodore H. White. After
World Wa.r I, Whitaker organized the Capi.tol News Bureau which specialized
in reportit:. g the politics of the Ca~ifornia legislature in Sacramento.
Between 1933 ond 1959 Whitaker and Baxter became very successful campaign
managers, having among others as clients, Earl Warren, William Kno'"~land,
Thomas Kuchel; Goodwin Knight, and Richard Nixon. See Theodore H. White,
Bre.ach of Faith: The Fall of Richard Nixon (New York: Dell Publishing
Com.i:·any, 19r6>; pp •. 74-"/7.
·
30A11 of the following editorials are entitled "Mutiny on the
lk:~.\r1ty" and are fo\md in:
Santa Ana Register, July 18, 1939, p. 12;
· Rc st.::v:i.lie. Press, J1~1ly 19, 1939, p. 2; Li.ncoln News Messenger, July 20,
i9~f9·~-· p ~--;r; Fai·r field Solano Republican, July 20, 1939, p. 3; Bridgeport ·
Chron]c:Je·-Union, .July 20, 1939 51 p-:-2; lfealdsburg Sotoyome Sciraitar, July
2~'f;-T939·~p.·T;- El . Centro :M orning Post, July 21, 1939, p. 6; Atascadero
Nsi;,~~' July 28, 1939, p. 2 .--,
·
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HrH.1 nf:·w $paper.s eclitorializt.'<i on the violent aspects of the WPA strike

especially the occurrences in Minneapolis.

They stated that violence

had become almost commonplace in strikes against private employers, but

that violence against the federal government, in principle the same as
armed men surrounding the Capitol in Washington, D.C., was a different

m3.tter.

By defying the federal law and preventing the activities of the

government from continuing, WPA strikers in Minneapolis had forGed a
react:lon of militaristic harshness that Americans regarded as foreign to
thc1.r country. 3l
Naturally, someone had to foment · this violent revolution, and in
most

cases the blame rested on radical elements in so.c iety.

Newspapers

reported that Communist malcontents, recognizing an opportunity to
cripple and embarrass the United States, had begun the Workers Alliance
to coerce Congress and seize control of labor.

These agitators found

WPA workers pliant pupils and led them astray.

The San Diego Union in-

si.Htcd that leaders of any organization which attempted to disable the
government had no place in America.32

31 E<litorial, "WPA Strike," Orange Daily New·s ,. July 15: 1939, p.
li; Editorial, "Coolidge's Words Apply," Long Beach-Press-Telegram, July
16; 1939, p. A-8; Editorial, "Armed Insurrection," Los Angeles Times,
Jt~ly 17, 1939, ?· II-4; Editorial, "The Obligation Involved is Clear,"
Hm.:ysville-Yuba Clty App,~al-Democrat, July 17, 1939, p. 8; I~etter to the
~di. tor, ~odl~~d D,?-i1¥.._Democrat, July 17, 1939, p. 8; Editorial,
"Roosevelt Reaps," ~dwood City Tribune, July 18, 1939, p.

l,.

32 Edi t~rial t '1Radicals Seek Die tate .l·f~d.era. lfPA Proj-e cts," Madera
Daily T1~ ibune~ July 14, 1939, p. 4; B. c. Forbes, ':WPA Strikers Should'
~-ref- This Assurance," San Francisco Examiner, July 16, 1939,. p. II-2;
Edi.torial, 11 Shown Up, 11 San Diego~Union andDaily Bee, July 21, 1939, p.
- - -B-?·-.
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Non··st:rik.ing WPA workers fared better in the press.

Faithful

vIT'A men who . remained on their projects were congratulated a.nd praised

as good Americans.

The Sacramento Bee singled out for commendation

John Connolly of Rochester, New York, for not walking off a project
like his 300 fellow WPA reliefers.

(After the strike concluded,

Connolly was promoted to a skilled c.lassification because of his attituda.)
of bad

The Bee used this to show that determination to make the best
~onditions

brought a merited reward, and to serve also as an

example f m:- those who had forgotten the purpose of the WPA program.

33

The press warned WPA employees, and especially organized labor,
that they harmed their own interests by striking and jeopardized the

usefulness of the WPA, which had produced many accomplishments throughout the country.

The Hanford Morning Journal admitted that -the strike

weapon could be used in legitimate circmustances, but held that in the
present conditions, with organized labor fostering a rebellion of
government employees, unions were stepping into dangerous territory.
Guided by rois:tnf ormed friends and adhering to false i .deals, organized

labor

damag~d

its own cause by placing WPA in a bad perspective with the

people whc• maintained work relief by their taxes.

William Bruckart

thou.ght it ironic that with labor's prest:i.ge at its lowest point in
__
T ___ ....._ ..... -

33Edi.torial, "The WPA Strike," Ar.ttioch Daily Ledger, July · 13.
1939, p., 2; Editorial, nMerit is Rewarded~"
Bee, July 20!'
1939, p ~ 32; EJitorial, "Recra tion Week Observ8.nce Highly Appropriate, 11
• Yltb~ City f:nd e.P.~d~nt·:E"arm~, July 25, 1939, p. 2.
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years, the un:f.ons could presume to gain respect and esteem by striking
against the government.34

. But a Santa Rosa paper accused the leac!ers of organized labor,
not the workers themselves, of advocating strikes, and encouraged the
WPA reliefers to re.] ect attempts to continue the protest.

A letter to

the Oakland Tribune indicted labor officials for their failure to realize
the · plight of WPA men if they could not
l~bor•~

~iork.

It further questioned

reluctcnce to permit all to join the unions, but then expecting

everyone to walk out · during a labor dispute.

Anothe.r letter to the

Sacre.mer.to Bee claimed that. William Green, John L. Lewis, and Harry

Bridges, by attempting to rally workers, intended to convert the presiQ.ency to a Russi.an dictatorship.35
Labor, once weak . in dealing with Congress, had grown strong,

accordil!g to the

S~n

Diego Sun, but it waa abusing its power and .neglect-

ing .the responsibflities that uccompany power.

Bruce Catton believed
I

that orgai.1.ized labor had failed ·in its duty to represent the interests

of the WI'A workers when the change in wage ·and hours law first appearerl
in Congressiona.l ccmndttees i.n June, 1939. ·· Congress, hearing no testj.ni.ony nor seeing a.ny coordinated campaign to ·save the prevailing wage by
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The Am£-.ricari. F P.de.ration of Labor (AFL), assumed labor's indifference to
the ar~ie.nd~<l · ';J0t ge rate and repealed the prevailing wage for WPA workers.

Af te:c the nei;·;r . law went into effect and organized labor realized the mis-

take that h~d been made, they began to protest, but did so too late.36
In . its counterattack, . the AFL claimed the prevailing wage to be

the very heart of the labor movemant, and held that WPA workers should

be able to strike as an effective means of . protest.

Workers were not

strild.ng against the _.government' but were loyal' law-abiding Am~ricans

fighting for a principle that : had become almost a religion to them.

A

letter to the Riverside Daily Press asserted that organlzed labor had
f0ught for mauy years to obtain the. wages that men were now earning. ·

Another in the Modesto Bee credited labor unions with forcing industry
to pay increased salaries s and claimed that if wages were not as high ·
the average person would have to

beg~

borrow, or steal to feed his

fal!lily, for those in Wall Street would have all the money stored away.37

Thus not .everyone joined in condemning the role of labor in the
w"PA strikes in July, 1939.

Some newspapers defended labor and the WPA

wc,rker·s' right to strike by attacking Roos2velt 's alleged hypocritical
stand on the use of strikes by private and public workers.

Private

industry lc;oked to FDR during the strikes to see if the 8overnment

36E<lit.orials "Wh::i.ther La.bor?n Sa.n Diego Sun, July 11, 1939, p.
10; Bruce Catton, "The Situation in Washington, ' 1 ·Riverside Daily Press,
July 20, 1939, p. 18.

37Le.tter to the editor, Riverside Daily Pr~ss, ·July 18, 1939,
P• 14; Phillip Pearl, "Facing the Facts,'11-:organize<l Labor, July 22, 1939,
p. ti; Letter to the editor, Modesto Bee, July "26 s 1939., p. 12; Edi.torial,
er'rhe 'Other Side' of the WPA Picture., 11 Organized Labor, July 29, 1939,
p. 2 ft
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subjected itself to the same conditions it imposed on others, and,
according to the Santa Rosa Republican, found that the government was
not any better than business.
dustry to cut wages

o~

l._e ngthen

The government had forbidden private inhour~,

and through the National Labor

Relat:i.ons Board . (NLRB), businesses were forced to pay wages to unemployed

str:i.kc:rs.·

Y~t

when WP.A workers . attempted to retain their current work-

tng hours by · striking~ the government fire.a them, and! in effect, locked

them out"

The Orange Daily News stated that the. right to strike was a
--~~~---~~~

constitutional right; ·not to · be cle-nied to ·any worker, whether public or
private .. 38
Columnist R. C. Hailes believed the government failed to practice
what it preached thr.o ugh the Wagner Act, and added,

[i]f the government cannot operate and permit men to work whet1
they want to and how they want to and pay them when they do not work,
how can any man with common sense expect Erivate employers to employ
labcr under such arbitrary condition [sicJ as the government requires? · They expect a miracle from private employers but they cannot do it themselves.39
Some newspapers attacked the government's pay scale as discrimination against the unskilled WPA workers.

A

consensus among those news-

papers h.eJ.d that .all men on relief were equal in needing employment and
ehould. be paid the· samec .... Charles M. Vernon, the editor of the Yorba

------ --...--38Ruel S. Crose, "Rules and Exceptions," Richmond Daily ·Inde.pendent, July 7, 1939, p. l; Editorial, "Can't Strike Against the Govemi11cmt," _§~nta Rosa~Republican, July 16, 1939, p. 10; Ray Tucker, "Echoes
. , of the WPA Strike," Honolulu Advertiser, July 20, 1939, p. 22; Edi. ;' .. ·: ~~ori.al, nstrike Agaj_nst th~ Gover~ment," Orange Daily News, July 21, '"·•q3· 9 ,p.4.
.
. .. ..!. ..;..

3 9• '-'r.;.., . C • H01. 1 es, "~h
·
· . . ar1ng
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Linda Star, wrote that the WPA worker, regardless of his skill, had no
services to sell for which anyone was willing to pay, so that different
pay scales o_ught not to exist.

Unfortunately, stated the San Diego Sun,

skilled workers got accustomed to earning more mon_e y than the unskilled
and believed that that privilege had become a right.

Thus, as one

writer put it, a caste system of WPA workers evolved which contained
un<icrprivileged relief ers, middle class reliefers, and an aristocracy of
re).i.cfccs. 40
Ne1:1spaper readers · did · not. overlook the unequal pay rates.

The

wife of a WPA worker wrote the Modesto Bee ·and complained that WPA

workers should. be paid the same ~ages as any .other county, state, or
federal employee doing compa.r able_·w·ork. · A reader in San Francisco noted
that the bricklayer and hodcarrier received the · saree_,benef 5-ts from the
State Relief Administration (SRA), but were paid differently by the WPA.

The bricklayer, aegrieved because he must work the same number of hours
as the unskilled worker, was not asking the hodcarrier to join him in
the protest, "[a]nd the hodcarrier, the poor say, may help him.

Perhaps

that explains why he is a hodcarr ier. • • • n41
TI1e

poor conditions under which WPA workers labored and the

meager pay received were justifications for the strikes that newDpaper

l:.OEditorial, "Unwise and . Dangerous," San Diego ·SunJ July 10, 1939,
p .. 8; Editorial, "Comrnent--by C ~M~V." Yorba Linda · Star, July 14, 1939, p.
6; Edito:rial, "The Trouble," San Jose Mercury ·Herald, July 15, 1939, p.
12; Honer D. King, "Obse:rvatio11s7"11 ·Hemet Newss July 21, 1939, p. 1;
.· .
11
Editcrial, Strange Contrasts in RelieTBcneTits," ·San Francisco Chronicl~~ ·
~ ] .y t:..L,
""
• Q 39
-.JU
l.~
'. , P• 10 •

41Letter to the editor, San Francisco News, July -11, 1939, p. 14;
Letter to the editor, Modesto Bee;·July ~2, r939, p. 11.
~--- ,--
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readers offered.

A reader attacke.d the idea that WPA offered jobs only

to ·lnzy workers by writing:

We hear so much about the workers leaning on their shovels.

I

like to ask [sic] some of those disturbed about it if they ever
tried for themselves to operate the pick and shovel any length of
time? It would be an education for them and they would discover
that for the average human being it is practically impossible to
continue for six or eight hours without stopping or leaning on the
shovel now and then. I have a suspicion that some of tho3e noble,
overtaxed critics are very much accustomed to a nice home and leaning
on their comfortable armchair extensively.42
With the new wage and hours law in effect, one paper foresaw
more loafing than before on WPA projects:

the WPA laborer could not be

ru'pected to break his back for a security wage while counter.p arts in
'

private industry worked no harder for three to four times the money.

The

WPA security wage came under attack because, as a reader of the ·Oak.land
Tribune wrote, the WPA administrator did not know the economic hardships
faced by a WPA family.
~ould

Another reader noted that many WPA households

be - forced onto the state's .relief rolls because of their inability

to e,."{is t on a WPA income.

The increase in transportation cos ts and the .

thirty-day layoff after working eighteen conse.cutive months on the WPA
also adversely affected the WPA worker's earnings.43
Besides declaring more people would be added to the state welfare
rolls, various readers criticized the one month dismissal on other ·
----·--~----~~~-

'·2 Letter to the editor, ·San ·Francisco Chronicle, July 12, 1939,

"T

P• 12.

43Letter to the editor; ·Oakland ·Tribl)ne, July 17, 1939; p. 21~;
Lr.:.tter to the editor, Ibid., July 18, 1939, p. 28; Editorial, "The Living
Wage,!' Grass Valley and Nevada .City Morning Union, .July 11, 1939, p. l;
Charles J. Lilley, "Sacramento," Sacramento ·Union, -July 19, 1939, p. 2;
Letter to the edito1·, San Diego ·Sun, July 22, m9, p; 8.
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grounds.

A reader stated that WPA wages were so low that the employees

could not start bank accounts to save money, and thus that thousands of
creditors ·would be adversely affected if WPA workers had no pay for
thirty days.

Training certain WPl\. employees for technical . skills also

meant that the best workers would be requj.red to leave the projects
after eighteen months, which would force the WPA to take the time and
expensa to retrain replacements.

However, a satirical letter suggested

that the thirty day "vacation" might solve the national . employment pro-

blem.

If all the · thousands.of laid off WP.A workers went looking for

private jobs: as the WPA intended the workers to do during their furlough,
eraployers would have to hire interviewers to inform the job seekers that

no jobs were available.

These new interviewers would require assistants,

and the entire process could return the United States to prosperity.

The

government, it was suggested, should sponsor· this project by confiscating

the salaries of Congressmen and Senators!44
Howevei;, le.tters to the editor expressed the view that the poor,
the unemployed, and. the WPA workers were victims .of the game of politics.

When the taxpayers' call for governmental economy became an issue, fate
always pointed to the relief er, as one reader put it.

the

~lFA worke1~,

The little fellow,

assumed the burden of being lafd off, rather than the

-----.--·------44Lctter to the editor, Modesto Bee, July 12, 1939, p. 12; Letter
to . the ed:ttor, Oroville Mercury-Registe.r, July 17, 1939, p. l; Letter to
th~~ editcr) San Franc_isco News, July 19, 1939, p. 14; Editorial, "Stop
D':t.m1issals," Newport Balboa News-Times, August 'l., 1939, p. 2. Fred
Warshaw~3 letter in the Nodesto Bee is an example 0£ a common trait of
the Bee chain in that perio<l. Two days earlier the sc.me letter appeared
in the yr~sno Bee. Other letters to the editor and replies were published in the .Modesto, Fresno, and Sacramento newspapers, with the city of
residence being changed upon publication.
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larger-salaried supervisor and bureaucrat.
from the Los Angeles area

~vrote

Congressman Lee G. Geyer

that WPA workers desiring to· express

their dissatisfaction with the new laws had no recourse but'to strike.
As taxpaying citizens the strikers too wanted their strawberries and

cream like everyone else, another reader said.

In a land of plenty,

common decency necessitated a living w:age for the V..TPA worker, a wage
that would insure against revolution.45

A revolution within the country would most certainly bring a
change in the system of government, and some editorials and readers
posed the questi.on whether totalitarian methods to control unemployment

could be applied to America.
al~eady

Two wives of WPA workers felt they were

living under totalitarianism when Congress refused to protect the

workers' liberties and imposed unconstitutional laws which forced honest,

needy . people to work for starvation wages.
~ree__Lance

E·veni.ng

However, the Hollister

believ·ed that though America was headed for fascist

regimentation, it only had a slim chance for success.

Total:!.tar .i an

governments boasted of their .lack . of unemployed, but their methods of
forcing their citizens to produce military hardware for vast armies at

the expense of peaceful progress did not appeal to Americans. 46

----·- ----I
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~.:>Letter

to the editor, San Francisco Chronicle, July 7, 19.39, p.
12; Letter to the editor, Fresno Bee, July l°i",--I9-39-:p. B-8; Letter to
the editor, Ibid., July 18~ 1939~P. B-8; Letter to the e.d itor, Sacramento Bee, July 17, 1939, p. 20; Letter to the editor, Ibid., July 21,
J93~-;j;·p-.22, 26; Letter to the editor, Ibid., July 25, 1939, p. 20;
Lf.:!t.tcr to the editor, Riverside Daily Press, .July 18, 1939, p. 14;
Ccngress!!lau Lee G- Geye~rwashington N·ews-Letter," Catalina -Islander,
July 20> 1939, p. 6.
--46 Editorial, "Easy Way to Make Jobs," Redding ~e_:rier:_Frce Press,
July 11~, 1939, p. 4; Letter to the editor, SacrB.r.iento Bee, July lL~, 1939,
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While the strikes forced Americans to survey the purpose of WPA,
it also inspired the search for solutions to the innnediate problem of

the

~trikes

:~~~~ram

and unemployment relief.

A letter to the Long Beach Press-

claimed most citizens had neglected to consider . the rights and

feelings of others and had only thoughts of their own well-being.

This

self-seeking had produced class hatred and political rivalries that
threatened the American system of government • . The Chico Record maintained that the fundamental issues of unemployment remained untquched
and 'suggested a need for permanent plans, not emergency makeshift ones,
to combat the problem.

Thus cooperation among the entire population,

with . greater coordination of resources, was the first step in finding
solutions to the unemployment controversy.47
Other suggestions from the public for alleviating the relief
dispute ranged from teaching WPA workers to have fewer children to cutting tt\xes which would give private industry the capital to expand and

increase employment11

Also, businesses were urged to show appreciation

to WPA workers for their good work..

Most importantly, because the new

WPA law reduced the skilled worker's salary, rnanufacturj.ng interests, if

p. 22; Charles J. Lilley, "Sacramento," Sacramento Union, July 19, 1939,
p. 2; Letter to the editor, Modesto Bee, July 22 31 1939, p. 11; Editorial,
"Su..'"!llllary of the Week's News, 11 Hollister Evening Free Lance, July 28,
1939, p,. 4.
47Editor.:lal, "WPA Puzzlers," Chico Record, July 8, 1939s p. 8;
Letter to the editor, Long Beach Press-Telegram, July 14, 1939, p. A-8;
Editorial ! • 11 0n -Heeting-E~ergencies, Ii Richmond Daily Independent, July
21, ·1939, p. 4.
.
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they were truly concerned about living conditions, shGuld refrain from
the pay-scale reductions of which organized labor warned.

l8
1

.

However, many new3papers presumed WPA was not succeeding in cur-

ing unemployment, and s_uggested two alternative.s.

First~

they urged a ·

. ·greater role for the Public Works Administration (PWA) because it stimulated construction by providing contracts for private construction firms

which paid prevailing wages.

Also, PWA enjoyed a reputation for effici-

e.ncy and a good return on money expended.

Secondly, permanent recovery

could only be attained by the creation of more jobs in private industry,
not through emergency measures by the federal government • . Worded
similarly to an editorial in the ·Long ·Beach ·Press-Telegram_, a letter to
the Woodland Daily Democrat repeated the j_dea that the government ha.d no
..

business competing with private construction.

Columnist Bernard Kilgore

indicated public works could complement private ind us try, but the government had been soft-hearted in pushing relief ers into private e.mployment. 49

Government's distinct role appeared to be one of attempting
efficient and beneficial work proje.cts, encouraging WPA reliefers to

48r:ditorial, "The 'Why' of Unemployment," Anderson Valley News,
July 6, 1939, p. 2; Editorial, "Good Workers," San Diego Sun, July 9,
1939, p. 12; Editorial, "WPA Strike," Oakland Tribune, July 14, 1939,
o. 40; B. C. Forbes,. "WPA Strikers Should Get This Assurance," San
Francisco Examiner, July 16, 1939s p. II-2; Roger Babson, "Nearlread,"
Riverside na~.ypress, July 21, 1939, p. 2.
49Editorial, WPA Goes On Strike," Long Beach Press-Telegram,
Ju,1.y 6. 1939, p. A-6; Editorial, "Public Work Plans Differ, 1 ' Ibid., July
8, · ·1939 ~ p. · A-;.~; Ber,nard Kilgore, "Uneriployment Relief Tends to Become
Seif-Perpetuating," Wall Street Journal, Pacific Coast Edition, July 7,
1939, p. 7; -Letter
the editor, Woodland Daily Democrat, July 9, 1939,
p. 8; Mark Sullivan, "WPA Worker Threat Over, 11 Washington Post, July 18,
1939i: p. 9; Letter to the editor, San FranciscoNews, July 22,i 1939, p.
J../i •

to
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leave the administration as soon as possible, and opening up the channels . of private capital by rem.ov~ng political obstacles whic11 hindered

e-c.onomic recovery. 50
Some of the sagest comments of the whole strike period observed
that the relief issue, the most serious problem confronting the American
people.. at the time, could not be disposed of by classifying all recipients as chiselers or by wiping thousands off the relief rolls in hopes
they would find jobs in private employment.

The need for public:; works, .

as. a necessary method for meeting unemployment in private industry,
becam~

a well-established fact.

But because Americans were accustomed

to a tradition of successful achievements,
• • • they are inclined to become impatient if their plans do
not work successfully almost overnight. If they do not "clicku
the popular verdict is to throw them out and start all over again.
The relief problem cannot be solved that way. It is one that must
_be solved by a long-range program and it is to be hoped that we will
beve. patience and ingenuity enough to solve it.51

---------50Editorial, "Self-Liquidating," Santa Ana Register, July 7,
1939, p. 24; David Lawrence, "From the Battlefront at the National
Capital," Humboldt Times, July 9, 1939, p. 4; Editorial, "The WPA
Problem," satita Cruz Sentinel, July 14, 1939, p. 2; Editorial, "Private
Jobs Best Means of Solving Problems," Pasadena Star-News, .July 20,
1939, p. 4.
51Editorial, "The Relief Problem," Fowler Ensign, July 20, 1939,
p. 2
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Chapter 5
ASSESSMENT
The period of the Great Depression required A-nericans to exercise

the virtues of patience and ingenuity to a degree . incomparable to any
other time of economic distress in our na.tion 's history.
The Works Pr.ogress (later Projects) Administration (WPA) evolved
as . one method to relieve the suffering of the unemployed.

Tho.ugh WPA

did not fulf :i.11 all of its established goals or br:tng economic recovery

to the nation, the federal government through :!.t had taken direct

responsibility for the welfare of its unemployed citizens. 1
'When WPA officially concluded its operations on Februa):y 1, 1943,
if: had touched the lives of more than fifty million people.

One-fifth

of the nation's wo:.-kers had at one time or another been employed by WPA,

while millions of dependents and shopkeepers benefitted from the federal
progrFJll. 2
But as the Fowler Ensign declared, ingenuity had to be coupled

with patience, and the American public's tolerance of WPA waned because.
of the scandals within the administration and other problems, especially
strike-relat(!d di.fficulties.

President Franklin D. Roosevelt, in a

letter to the Federal Works administrator, could thus praise the WPA

•.-...-.·------1

Earto ~1 Bernstein (ed.), Towards a New Past: Dissenting Essays
}:.,'f) Ameti_~~History_ (New York: Vintage Books, 1969), p. 278.
--

2n~'nald S. Howard, The WPA and Federal Relief Policy
Russell Sage Foundation, 1943),

pp.

17, 33, 106.
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organization for displaying

, un.inf~rmed

11

cour.age and determination in the face of

criticism·. " 3

Criticism of 'WPA could be classified under two main. categories.
One :tuvolved the nature of WPA work relief program itself, and, the

other, the way 'WPA carried out its projects~ or executed its program. 4
Many people were critical of WPA, for it did not meet the needs
of the unemployed..

They believed the administration inadequately pro-

vided the. assistance that millions of Americans re;quired to susta:in
themselves.

One

WPA worker wrote of his hatred of the American social

and economic system which allowed widespread poverty, misery, sickness,
ignorance, and filth to exist.

Reasons for this inadequacy involved the

failure of Congress to appropriate the large amounts of funds requested,
and local and state governments' lack of financial participation and
C"

responsibility for the expense of the WPA projects.J

If by 1939 most Americans condoned the federal government's
enl8:rged responsibility for the individual, many citizens nevertheless

felt their ·work ethic threatened by some of the philosophical foundations
It was the conservative beliefs held by the public which

of WPA..
allo~ed

the government to aid the unemployed, yet not spend excessive

a.Mounts of money.

Americans might applaud an institution lj.ke WPA, but

when its workers rebelled in strike situations and failed to keep

wi~hin

-·------------3 Howard, f§:~~~J.ef Po]-_icy, p. 18.

l•Ib id. , p •. 105; James Wechsler, "Record . of the Boondogglers
(l)att 1), ., Nation, December 18, 1937, p. 683.
r..

->Donald S .. Howard, "But People Must Eat)." ~tlantic Monthly,
February, 1940, p. 197; Letter to the editor, pat ion, September 21, 1940,
p~ 255 ..
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the bcunds of how the taxpayers believed. grateful recipients should
the ·strikers c;.nd WPA incurred the wrath of conservatives.

act~

As Richard

Hcf sta.der wrote,

It was the conservatives

• • who represented the greater moral
indignation and rallied behind themselves the inspirational literature of American life. • •• If one wishes to look for utopianism
in the 1930's, for an exalted faith in the tangibles of morals and
character, and for moral indignation of the kind that had once been
chiefly the prerogatives of the reformers, one will find it far more
readily in the editorials . of the great conservative newspapers than
in the literature of the New Dealers.6
~

The ntangibles of morals and character" to which Richard
Hofstadter referred required the WPA worker in July, 1939, to submit
quietly to the change in hours and wages and, as quickly as possible, to
find a job in private employment. . When some WPA ·employees chose to rebel
.agalnst the changes, in effect appearing as ungrateful for the aid given

them, the angry outburst by both taxpayers and newspapers forced. the
unions to absolve themselves from the WPA strikes, and required FDR and
Coneress to assume a hard-line opposition to the strikes.

Public

opinion, as exemplified through newspaper reaction, forced a quick end

to the WPA strikes of July, 1939.
A Ccmn1onweal article of July 21, 1939, insisted that the excitement conc(:.rning the WPA strikes "to judge from the newspapers--wa.s not

very great nor wj_despread." 7 This thesis takes exception to that statement ~ for California newspapers were aroused by striking WPA

workers~

Ne..,mpapel'. editorials in America, as David Ziskind declared, led the way
--·------ ~---:.--

r. .
1

1.

Richard Hofstadter, The Age of Reform (New York:

Knopf, 1966), p. 316.

. .,

Alfred f ••

---

'nRel:tc;:f and Revolt," ~ommonweal, July 21 ~ 1939, p .. 320 ~
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in generally fostering unsympathetic feelings toward the WPA strikers
by emphasizing the extreme demands of the workers, the presence of
agitators among the strikers, the incompetence of WPA administrators,
or the tremendous expense of the WPA program. 8
Yet California newspapers did not assume an editorial position _

contrary to the beliefs of their readers.

Editorials reflected the .

public's anger concerning the actions of men receiving government work-

relief.
While labor unions had been able to exert the political persunsion needed in 1935 to obtairi prevailing wages for WPA workers, they
could not stem the. anti-strike feelings of Americans.
~-it:,iz8n

The HollYJrood

News urged WPA strikers to influence once again legislators and

p"ttblic officials in order to change the new laws, for they were not

hurting the feelings of the public by refusing to work at their jobs. 9
When the WPA strike began a New York City government official
warned labor leaders that they "could not strike 'unless the public is

with you~ '"lO

In a short while the strikers realized the truth of that

statement, and when FDR declared no one could strike against the governi.n ent, that statement may have~ turned the tide of the strikes . 11

8navid Ziskind, One Thousand Strikes of Government Employees
(:.~(~W York:
Columbia University Press, 1940; reprint ed., Nci1 York:
Arno Press Ir~c., .!3.nd the ~~York Times, 1971) , p. 220.
9ziskind 1 p. 226; J. F. McLaughlins "The Editorial Circuit Rider,."
Hollister lweni.ng Free Lancet July 22, 1939, p. 2, cit:i.ng the Hollywood.
Citizen Ne~iS:-ri7<l~- -

lO!'!_e:-7 York }'imcs_, July lfj., 1939, p. 4.
llsrm. Jose Merc~J_J:_Herald

5 .July 21., 1939,

p. 2.
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The strikers might have had legitimate demands, but unfortunately for the.-n the American public--its patience at an end 'With a
government agency born in controversy--had no sympathy.

For

[w]hen public sentiment--which eventually is the determining
factor in any strike--was shoWn to be plainly in opposition to the
WPA demonstrations the politicians abandoned their interest in the
affair just as they abandoned any cause when it ceases to indicate
,Jctes.
The strikes played into the hands of every reactionary in the
country. It was a boon for all those elements who would .like to
crush unions and civil li.berties. It was damaging to the cause of
organized labor.
Had it continued it would have created public resentment not only
.against WPA but against all those other humane measures adopted under
the New Deal to help the poor and the weak.
The nation knows that if congress [sic] had been whipped by
strike action into passin.g certain laws, then the next likely step
might be the compelling of other legislation by other. violent means. 12
~rganized

labor survived the debacle of the 1939 WPA strikes.

It learned that American· citizens could be tolerant only to a poj.nt.

President Roosevelt acknowledged the pressure of public opinion and
opposed the strikes.

(He had learned from his 1937 Suprenrn Court Gcheme

ar.d Democratic losses in the 1938 elections the price of withstanding

public opinion.)

The strikers learned to subsist as well as possible on

the WPA wage, and wait for a private job.

Fortunat~ly

for workers,

World War II and its job-related industries lay ahead.

12Editorial, "The End of WPA Strikes," Ventura County Star-Free
Press, July 19, 1939, p~ 10.
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